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Bylaw may help offcam tenants
by Mark Hall
The city of Waterloo may soon
adopt a minimum property
standards bylaw, and this move
could have major implications for
students living off campus.
"Being a university city, there has
been a great concern about the kind
of housing available for students,"
Waterloo Mayor Marjorie Carroll told
The Cord in an interview last week.
"There have been more and more
people buying houses and renting
them out to students. Many of these
people have been absentee
landlords who have allowed those
properties to deteriorate."
Carroll said there has been an
increase in the number of
complaints about the maintenance
of houses, particularly from owners
of neighboring properties. But the
city has, in many cases, been
unable
to take action.
"The only authority we havenow is
through the fire code," she said, or
if there is a public health factor, such
as garbage piled so high that rats are
beginning to gather."
A property standards bylaw would
allow the city toenforce upgrading of
a number of aspects of a building.
For example, they could ensure that
windows, doors and roofs don't leak
or let in drafts, and thatthe plumbing
and heating systems operate
properly. They could also make sure
that floors and porches are safe.
"With a bylaw you can address
those concerns even in zones that
allow boarding houses," said Carroll.
Andrew Mcintosh, Director of
Student Legal Services at WLG, said
that a bylaw like this would help in
dealing with what he says is a small
minority of landlords who are
negligent when it comes to property
upgrading.
"There are some who feel
studentsaren't worth moving for," he
said. "They figure students aren't
around long enough to raise much
trouble. If we did have a property
standards bylaw, maybe it would
make them move quicker."
United Nations Disarmament Week
Three demonstrators at Queen's Park display their modelCruise missile during the disarmament march last
Saturday. Approximately 20,000 others joined them. The Toronto story as well coverage here in Waterloo on
pages 5 and 7.
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Three committees report to Weir
by Bruce Maule
In any university there is a great
deal of behind-the-scenes
administrative work being done —
work which is necessary to keep the
institution operating smoothly.
Although every university has a
senate which is in charge of
academic matters and a board of
governors which is responsible for
financial matters, much of the actual
work is done through committees.
In the case of WLCI's Senate and
Board of Governors there are
standing committees (such as the
Academic Planning Committee of
the Senate) which are ready to tackle
problems in their respective areas of
concern.
Often, however, a unique problem
will arise that merits a special one-
time committee. If it is coming outof
the Senate it is often a sub-
committee of an already existing
standing committee. Other times the
concern will have nothing to do with
the Senate or Board of Governors
and the university president will
organize an ad-hoc committee.
Advertising conflict
One such ad-hoc committee was
set up recently to address a problem
of conflict aboutadvertising between
different bodies of the school. It was
formed by University President Dr.
John Weir, is chaired by Arthur
Stephen, and includes Student
Publications President Rita Pekrul
and WLCJSCI President Tom
Reaume, among others.
The problem came to light after
the Athletic Complex published a
student calendarat the same timeas
Student Publications did, causing a
duplication of services. According to
Weir, "There is confusion with regard
to who can use theLaurier nameand
for what purposes."
The committee's purpose is to set
"guidelines for the use of WLG's
name in future advertising and fund-
raising. The committee was officially
started in August 1983 and is
expected to report sometime before
the end of the school year. The
recommendations reached by the
committee will go to Weir and any
decision to implement the
recommendations will likely be
made public through a newsletter.
AC operations
A second ad hoc committee was set
up several months ago by Weir to
look into the operation of theAthletic
Complex. Weir stressed that the
purpose of this committee is
"not to
review the Physical Education
program being offeredat Laurier, but
to look into how the resources are
being applied in the area of student
services."
Weir indicated that good progress
was being made and that the report
can be expected fairly soon. The
report will go toWeirfor review. If any
of the recommendations are to be
implemented they will be done on an
informal basis. Those involved will
gather together and a mutual
decision will be made.
Dr. Jerry Hall is the chairman and
its members include Dean of
Students Fred Nichols and WLGSG
Vice President-Finance Deb Moffat.
Weir said that "a formal examination
of the priorities of the Athletic
Complex hasn't been addressed in
a long time." It has been almost ten
years since the last review.
Honours review
Two years ago an ad hoc Senate
committeewas set up by Weir (then
Vice-President) to examine Laurier's
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WLU residence cost
a fair deal: Belanger
by Bruce Arculus
The results of a survey taken last week indicate that
the cost of living in residence atWLG is higher ihan any
other university in southwestern Ontario. The cost of
residence at Laurier is $2,738; for that price, residents
are provided with a meal card valid for three meals daily
Monday to Friday and a shared double room with
telephone and key deposit.
Head Residents maintain the overall discipline and
authority within the residence buildings. According to
Housing Director Mike Belanger, there is a rule stating
that Head Residents must be students, but this rule has
been "stretched, ignored, or broken because of the
unsuitability of other applicants."
Belanger is proud of the performance of the Head
Residents and speaks highly of them. "They definitely
have to be a special kind of people," he says.
Head Residents don't have a glorious or high-paying
job; besides the rent-free apartment, they are paid
$1.50
for each student in their residence each month.
Dons are next in line to the Head Residents. They are
responsible for the discipline and control of the residents
on their respective floor. This may include levying floor
fines or reporting destructive behavior to the Head
Resident.
The benefits of a donship include a free room and
phone and a $300 annual stipend.
This is the equivalent
of a $1,683 reimbursement.
For those who have hopes of becoming a don, the
criteria are quite high. First isa set of stringent-interviews
before the Director of Housing, the Dean of Students,
and theRegistrar. In these interviews, qualities looked
for
include the ability of the applicant to deal with people on
both a personal and disciplinary level. Academic
standing also plays a role in choosing the dons. Only one
of ten to fifteen people is accepted for the position.
In last week's article, it was shown that the cost
for
residence and meals at Laurier is the highest in
southwestern Ontario for comparable services. When
asked why, Belanger replied: "If the cost is broken up,
our accomodation costs are comparable to the other
schools. It is the meal card, priced at $1,355, that results-
in the high cost.
"We have, unlike many schools, our own
kitchen staff
to prepare the food.The cost may
be a bit higher, but we
believe the quality of the food is better."
The money the students pay for accomodation
is
roughly broken down into three areas.
One-third goes towards the mortgage payments on
the residence buildings. When construced, a fifty-year
mortgage at 5 3/4% was secured. Anotherthird pays the
salaries of the dons, the Head Residents, and the
janitorial staff, while the last third goes for general
maintenance and repairs to the residence buildings.
The meal card fee goes directly to the dining
hall to
cover the cost of food, the salaries of the Icitchen staff,
and the mortgage to upkeep the building.
The total income that residence and meals generate
exceeds some $1.6 million. When asked where the
profits went, Belanger laughed. ''Actually, our projected
losses for this year are over $135,000," he said.
What attracts many applicants to campus facilities is
the ready-made friends they can live with. Social events
are a large facet of the residence student's life with a
variety of floor and inter-floor functions..
The convenience of residences is also a desirable
aspect of university life. With the student's life centered
around a relatively small area, less time is wasted going
to and from class.
Despite its apparent disadvantage, off-campus living
does have its merits. Privacy for studies or relaxation is a
must for some individuals, and campus lifestyle would
be incompatible with such a person.
For budget-conscious students that enjoy solitude, off
campus is clearly the place to be.
From 1982-'B3 WLG Budget .
„
Residences Dining Hall
Income (without fee increase) 679,000 989,132
Expenses:
Cost of Goods Sold 545,155
Wages and Benefits 306,513 551,594
Dons & Head Resident Benefits 72,009
Utilities 127,900 10,800
Supplies 42,975 33,200
Repairs and Renewals 30,120 9,966
Insurance 7,800 1,100
Laundry 24,450 4,500
Telephone 500
New Equipment 3,200 5,000
Other Expenses 5,015 12,032
Mortgage Repayments 204,652 12,880
Allocation of Fixed Costs (24,750) (8,050)
Extraordinary Repairs 110,000 4,000
Total Expenses 910,384 1,182,177
Net Surplus (Deficit) Prior to
Any Fee Increases (231,294) (193,045)
Extra Income Generated from
Fee Increases 130,910 157,515
Net Deficit 100,384 35,530
In last week's article, it was incorrectly stated thateight
per cent of residence spots were reserved for first year
students. In actual fact, some eighty percent of the spots
are reserved.
In referring to the cost difference betweenGuelph and
Laurier, last week's article stated that "The University of
Guelph is much cheaper thanWLU. A single room costs
$1470
per year, a double is $120 cheaper at $1350."
Rooms at Laurier cost $1,315 for a double and $1 ,440
for a single. However, for the combined meal and
accomodation price, Guelph's $2,570 is much cheaper
than Laurier's $2,738.
Teaching schools selective
College competition 'keen'
by Nancy Couillard
Representatives from the eight
Ontario faculties of education were
present last Wednesday and
Thursday in the Paul Martin Centre
to talk to students. The record
numbers in attendance are a good
indication that many 1 aurier
students are still interested in
entering the highly competitive field
of teaching.
Itappears that competition is keen
not only to get a job as a teacher, but
also to be admitted to teachers'
college. Consider for example thatat
Western's Faculty of Education,
4000 students aplied for the 650
places available for the '83'84
academic
year. Similarly, University
of Toronto (UofT) received 6000
applications, only 1004 of which
were accepted.
The
rep from Nipissing University
College quite aptly summed up the
admissions situation by saying "It's
no longer a case ofrecruiting people,
but now one of selecting."
The reps advised that an early
submission of applications to the
Guelph Application Centre is
important, as are high marks at
university and experience working
with children and adolescents. The
rep from (J of T stated that "any past
experience you do possess will help
when it comes time for your field
practicum."
Most faculties of education allow
approximately 10 weeks of practice
teaching in the schools, usually
spread throuqhout the vear.
Commenting on the practicum, the
rep from Nipissing University
College stated that "students enjoy
practice teaching the most. It is full of
pressure, while at the same time,
enjoyable."
The reps stressed that students
should carefully consider their
reasons for wanting to become a
teacher. "You need to look at your
rationale for going into teaching,"
stated the rep from University of
Windsor. The Western University rep
added, "1 hope that the ones we are
selecting want to be teachers."
Any worries about whether the
current one-year program will be
increased to a two-year program
were dispelled by the representatives
at both sessions. It is believed that the
Ministry of Education may be
apprehensive about increasing the
program length as it would mean
that there would be one year when
there would be no hew teachers
graduating. "There will be a
demonstrative need for new teachers
in the '80s as many teachers are
expected to retire," said the
University of Windsor rep.
"September '86 is the earliest that
a two-year program would be.
implemented," stated the rep from)
Queen's University.
Judging from the responses on
evaluation forms circulated at the
session, students felt it was an
informative session which should be
continued in the future.
To help students make this
decision, there will be a workshop
entitled "Teaching as a Career" on
Tuesday, November 8, between
1:00-2:30 in room 2E7. Speaking will
be an elementary school principal, a
high school teacher, a rep from a
local school board, and a rep from
the Teachers' Federation.
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But Mcintosh said that Waterloo is
"a pretty clean city" and that most
landlords are fair in their dealings
with students anyway.
"Most of the
time the landlords tend to comply,"
he said.
Carroll feels that part of the reason
for the rise in complaints stems from
the growth of the universities over the
past decade. The institutions have
taken in more students but have not
provided much in the way of
additional on-campus housing. This
has led to the increase in the number
of landowners who have offered their
properties to student tenants.
Carroll said that at present only
about 3,500 to 4,000 of the 25,000
full-time students in Waterloo live on
campus.
Carroll cautioned that the city
should not become "too heavy-
handed" if it passes a property
standards bylaw. She hopes
Waterloo's council will accept an
enforcement policy like that of
Kitchener, where the property
standards officer acts only on
complaints.
"We don't want a battery of
inspectors going up and down the
street saying 'That place needs
repairs and that place needs paint',"
she said. "We're not here to threaten
landowners. We're here to assist."
There might even be some
financial assistance available to the
landowner for upgrading his
property if a property standards
bylaw were passed, said Carroll. And,
with passage of the bylaw, the city
would become eligible for some
provincial grant and loan programs
designed to assist financing for
rehabilitation of core areas.
Nevertheless, Carroll expects afair
amount of opposition from property
owners, and landlords in particular.
She cites "the invasion of property
rights and more government
control" as the arguments most
likely to be voiced.
Waterloo's city planner Tom
Slomke agrees that the proposal
may create a great deal of
controversy. He is preparing a report
on the issue which will be presented
to council within the next couple of
weeks, and he has come up against
the opposition before as a planner in
Stratford when thatcity brought in its
property standards bylaw.
"You come across the arguement
that 'A man's home is his castle',"
says Slomke.
"But there is also the
argument that, 'You live close to
others, and you should
have tokeep
your property
in reasonable shape ."
Though he is preparing a report
for the city, Slomke said it will be up
to council to make the final decision
as to howstrong the bylaw should be.
However he believes they will adopt
"discretionary standards," rather
than put the bylaw in precise
language.
Mayor Carroll doesn't think that
property standards in Waterloo have
deteriorated to the point at which
drastic action must be taken.
"Relatively speaking, we don't
think we're in terrible shape," she
said, "but I'd like to do something
now before it gets out of hand."
Honours programs. Chaired by Dr.
Russell Muncaster, the Honours
Program Review Committee recently
finished its report and has been
disbanded, although its recom-
mendations have not been acted on
yet.
The purpose of the committee
was to look into such things as what
courses should be in an honours
| program, what honours programs
should be offered by Laurier, and in
what direction honours programs
should be heading compared with
the direction society is heading. For
example, should an Honours BBA
include more or less computer
courses?
The committee did not lookat the
actual content of the courses. "The
approach was taken by the
*vas a philosophical one rather than
specific," said Weir.
The report is in the hands of the
Academic Planning Committee, a
standing committee of the Senate,
which will submit to the Senate any
recommendations it deems
appropriate. Only those parts
introduced into the Senate will likely
become public, and there is no firm
date set for this.
Although the report has taken
almost two years thus far, Weir said
that committees don't have any
"usual" time to report and that this
report is important enough that the
emphasis was placed on content
rather than time.
Question
of the Week
by Adriaan Demmers
photos by Paul Gomme
How Do You Like Children?
;| love kids; they add a lot to
brightening up a person's day
(sometimes). Contrary to what
people think, kids have a lot of
wisdom and insight.
Joanne Lauzer
4th year Psycholgoy
I think they're great.
June Knight
1 st year Sociology
If they're little brats, I don't.
IRon Johnston
1 st year Honours Political Science
They are all right as long as they're
not mine. They tend to get on my
nerves. I don't like screaming.
Tom Ashley
4th year Honours Geography
jHung from their toes.
Lisa Cheeseman
!3rd year French arid Political
[Science
They should be seen but not
heard.
Bob Noxon
4th year Honours
Business
And Gs... We do, if they're deep fried in cocktail
sauce and served
with Bordeaux. J
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20,000 gather at Queen's Park
by George Cook
Queen's Park Bureau Chief
In what may have been the largest
demonstration seen in Toronto,
approximately 20,000 people
marched through the downtown
streets to protest a government
decision to test the Cruise Missile on
Canadian soil.
Demonstrators gathered outside
the American Consulate at mid-
morning and walked, chanting and
singing as they went, to the Ontario
legislature.
There they listened to speakers
and performers whospoke about the
necessity of peace. Angela
Browning, one of the event's
organizers, warned the crowd of the
futility of nuclear wars and the arms
race.
"Neither super power can win
because no one can win a nuclear
war. The arms race is not necessary
because of the cold war, but rather it
is the arms race which is the single
biggest factor in keeping the cold
war alive," said Browning.
"Surely a shooting down of a
civilian jet airlinershould have been a
warning of how dangerously and
tragically tense the international
situation has become," she said.
Other speakers echoed
Browning's sentiments. MPPRichard
Johnston (NDP), who has proposed
a private membersbill in the Ontario
legislature which, if passed, would
make the province a "nuclear
weapons free zone", urged those
concerned about peace to try to
convince others of its importance.
"You've got to make this something
"In the short term I think
that we have lost the battle
over the cruise..."
which comes upwhen you're riding a
cab, talking over the fence to your
neighbour, going to play bingo, or
standing in a line up for the movies,"
Johnston said.
Participants in the march
displayed a mixture of pessimism
and optimism concerning its
effectiveness.
"In the short term 1 think that the
battle over the cruise has been lost,
but 1 think these kinds of things
(demonstrations) have an impact
down the road somewhere," said
Dana Randall, a law student from
Toronto.
Marjorie Blackshaw, a retired
librarian from Toronto, said she
believed Canadian and American
leaders were aware of the people's
sentiments.
"I was in Ft. Lauderdale in the
spring, and when they had the last
demonstration in April and I cut it out
of the Ft. Lauderdale
newspaperthat
Trudeau had been down in
Washington and had made the point
to Reagan that a great many
Canadians were becoming very
upset andmentioned the numbers in
the march, so obviously he takes
some note of it," Blackshaw said.
Mary Paisley, a visual artist, said
she hoped the demonstration would
have an effect. "That's why I'm here.
That's the whole point of having a
demonstration, you have to make
some kind of impact on political
leaders. This is one of the legal
means by which we can voice our
concerns as citizens," she said.
Danine Bovin said she had
participated in a demonstration
before, andwill probably do so again.
"I think it's ordinary people coming
out to express thier concerns and I
hope the government will pay
attention to it. I get a little
discouraged at the fact that people
demonstrate and the government
does not seem to pay attention to it,"
she said.
,
Meanwhile, as the peace
"I'm surprised by the
number of communists
showing their faces.."
demonstraters arrived at Queen's
Park in the early afternoon, they were
greeted by about 250 anti-
disarmament protestors, carrying
pro-cruise, pro-Reagan banners.
The anti-disarmament group was
separated from the main
demonstration by portable barriers
and dozens of police officers.
One member of the counter
• demonstration, who asked that his
name not be used, accused the
peace marchers of communist
sympathies. "I'm surprised by the
number of communists showing
their faces and admitting they're
communists," the Scarborough
man said.
A University of Toronto graduate
student of engineering, who also
declined to give his name, said he
too believed the demonstratorswere
"predominantly of the leftist
orientation."
"Many of them, let us say franklv,
display the characteristics of the
unilateral disarmament movement.
There are many young people there
who are currently unemployed and
on welfare. The participation of
homosexuals is also enormous," he
said.
The peace demonstration
continued well into the afternoon.
Before the crowd dispersed appeals
for money were made on behalf of
the Toronto peace coalitions.
Bob Penner, one of the event's
organizers, said the next step in the
campaign against the arms race will
take place at Litton Systems Limited
November 11-18. "There will be civil
disobedienceprotests thereand we'll
be calling on Litton to convert to
socially useful production," Penner
said.
Litton Systems produces the
computer guidance system for the
cruise. It was the scene of a recent
bombing which damaged the plant
extensively.
Meanwhile in Waterloo...
by Timothy Neesam
and Matt Certosimo
Issues only seem to affect us when we are
confronted by them on a personal level. On
Monday, October 23, the workshops at
UWs Student Center — geared at public
education regarding socially relevant issues
— were the most disturbing and
discouraging examples of the above
statement. Why such a negative reaction?
The Cord reporters were the only
participants in the hour-long afternoon
forums.
Monday's workshops were assembled by
the Waterloo Public Interest Research Group
(WPIRG) in co-ordination with university
organizers as part of Nuclear Disarmament
Week. Ironically, though, the two workshops
were not dedicated to Nuclear
Disarmament. Instead, the time was used
for two 'related' issues: Amnesty
International (human rights) and acid rain
(environmental rights). Organizers
maintained that the relationship between
these topics was based upon the question
of justice and the administration of what is
just according to law.
"The Silent Crisis" was the title of the
slide presentation in the workshop on acid
rain. 'Silent' refers to two important facts.
Until recently little was publicized about the
effects of sulphur dioxide wastes emitted
from coal-powered factories. Second, the
crisis has always been a faraway problem.
That is, it's hard for the average Joe to get
excited about fish in northern lakes; it is not
a 'backyard' crisis.
Within the past few years,
environmentalist
groups throughout North
America have grouped together to form
loose coalitions aimed at 'marketing' the
problem. Unemployment has been cited as
one of the present problems caused directly
and indirectly by acid rain. In the tourist
industry alone, an estimated one-third of the
20,000 jobs and $28 million in revenue has
been lost due to acid rain in Ontario.
Historically, however, the American and
Canadian governments have sided with the
buisness sector by shelving the problem
and allowing pollution control laws to go
unadministered. The environmentalists'
efforts have now deemed the interest group
a possible factor in the upcoming American
presidential election.
The group has focused on educating and
relating the populace as individuals to the
problem en masse. In other words, through
an understanding of acid rain's far reaching
implications, the average Joe will realize
what it's going to cost him. The goal has
been to motivate society to speak up
against the business sector in order to
prevent further destruction of our delicate
eco-system.
"Common around the world is (a) torture
known by a Spanish name, 'feluga; beating
of the soles of the feet with clubs."
Does this description keep your attention?
The workshop held by Amnesty
International held one's attention like a vise
grip with descriptions like the one above.
A.I. has shown through example that
something can be done about the civil
injustice taking place in a great many
countries around the world. The community
can do something about such injustice, but
political beliefs, colour, gender, ethnic origin
if no one is around to help, then pleas will
go unanswered and another human being
will be doomed because of his religious or
or language.
International laws, according to A.1., must
be enforced. The optimum response
involves protesting to the nations guilty of
'overlooking' human rights as outlined by
the United Nations. A.I. does so while
keeping in mind that one life saved is worth
the effort.
Monday's seminar certainly drove that
point home. With plenty of concrete
examples, the plight of the victims of
inhumanity was explained. More importantly,
possible solutions were also discussed. As a
case example, the workshop showed how to
contact assorted diplomats to appeal for the
release of Tolessa Tsehai, an Ethiopian
Church leader detained without charge or
trial, reportedly tortured since July 1979.
With examples like this one, it rapidly
becomes evident that without active interest,
A.I. is an empty gesture.
Are there such things as undeniable
human rights which apply to all human
beings? Most religions, the Gnited Nations
and any tourist in a non-democratic county
would answer yes'. Therefore, following this
argument, there is no division between
national justice and international justice. In
other words, it is wrong to kill anywhere in
the world, More simply, it is wrong to kill.
But it is not enough to state justice; it must
be implemented and administered. For
justice to be upheld, people must be willing
to be active and counted as the enforcers
and the protectors of human rights.
This was the line of thinking at Monday's
forums. This line of thinking also links the
'No Nukes' movement to the causes
discussed herein. Many believe the building
of nuclear arms jeopardizes man's most
sacred right — the right to life.
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Educated ignorance
The "education" — or, perhaps more aptly,
the "training" — obtained by some students at
WLU appears to be sorely lacking.
A fourth year Business student sat
in Wilf s
recently and said in all seriousness that he
believed no woman could ever make a better
decision than a man. Most of the guys around
him nodded and snickered in approval, while
the female student at the table was too awe-
stricken by his senseless remark to say much
of anything.
When students are in their final year of an
honours university degree and yet are narrow-
minded and pig-headed enough to conceive of
such a bizarre and ridiculous idea that
concerns such a basic part of life, then their
education has failed miserably.
Before plunging any deeper, I must absolve
myself of potential blame for making
"generalizations." By no means do 1 have
contempt for all Business students; that would
be absurd. There certainly exists greater
diversity among students within different
faculties and departments than there exists
between them; I'm not going to be stupid
enough to condemn the group as a whole.
In fact, some of my best friends — just
about most of my closest
friends from
university — have gone through the Biz
program at Laurier. And they are intelligent,
articulate, sensible, and responsible individuals.
Unfortunately, these attributes don't have a
hell of a lot to do with their post-secondary
education.
University graduates are supposed to be
society's elite in terms of broadness of
understanding, insight, intelligence, rationality,
level-headedness, far-sightedness,
responsibility...aren't they?
They are tomorrow's leaders in politics and
business, and yet some of them don't even
seem to know how to tell fact from fiction.
It may seem like now is the time for
education to be revamped to become more
utilitarian, so that students can learn specific
and directly applicable job skills rather than
waste their time with a lot of irrelevant drivel
about Jean-Paul Sartre or Roman mythology.
Unemployment is fierce and "experience" is
required for the few jobs that do exist.
But now — more than ever — we need
people who are willing to dedicate a few years
to learning to think, and analyze, and develop
themselves and their values, before going on to
get their MBA.
Simplistic and generalized "answers" are
wholly inadequate in the face of a complex and
cryptic world. The complexity of this life
demands a broad and deep understanding of
history, geography, philosophy, political science
— the good old liberal arts — so that the
future leaders of our communities and our
countries will be able to find intelligent
solutions to our problems and make
responsible decisions about our futures.
A cost-benefit analysis is a good and useful
thing, but only when it is applied after taking into
consideration the broader implications.
Jackie Kaiser
letters
Murder by abortion
After reading the letter in last week's Cord by
a self-acclaimed authority on the abortion issue
I found myself at the mercy of my emotions. I
was at first overcome with anger, but later
retreated to pity. Pity for the woman and for all
of those who have experienced similar
circumstances. Anger because somewhere
along the line this woman (who requested to
remain nameless) missed out on some
valuable information. Pity because she had to
endure the agony of the consequences.
The woman initially claimed to be Pro-life
and is convinced that abortion is a pro-life
means. Not pro-life in conventional terms, but
"pro my life" as she referred to it.
Again I felt pity. I really question her actions.
Are they not the direct result of her own
conceit and selfishness? When someone acts
in an irresponsible manner, caring nothing
about others' feelings, how can you help but
pity them? They're missing so much in life!
It cannot be denied that what develops within
a woman's uterus is human. Often pro-
abortionist groups rationalize a fetus as little
more than a grouping of lifeless cells, denying
it any association with its human beginnings.
Surely all will agree that an expecting mother
will not give birth to a canine-like animal. Of
course not! If a woman gives birth at a
premature date, say at seven months, surely
her baby is considered human. How then can it
be justified to destroy such a life. Is conceit
and selfishness a valid excuse?
The unborn child is the most helpless of us
all. If we can justify legal extermination by
calling it abortion in our courts, who will be our
next target? The elderly? The crippled? The
poor? The uneducated?The family next door?
The author claimed she had the "basic right"
to life. May I ask about the right to life of the
fetus she destroyed?
When we become so wrapped up in
ourselves that no one around us matters
anymore, something is wrong. Abortion,
murder for convenience, is wrong. A woman
and a man can choose not to have a child
before it is created. Such responsibility cannot
be excused by "fear". I can't buy such an
argument. The woman even went so far as to
blame her irresponsible actions on her own
mother!
Excuses are just that — excuses. Abortion
doesn't change because of excuses. The reality
of it all still exists.
I really pity those who are so selfish and
caught up within themselves that they can
justify the cold-blooded killing of innocent
human beings.
John Peco
Letters policy
The Cord welcomes — with open arms —
all comments, criticisms, and suggestions from
its readers. Letters to the Editor MOST be
typed (typewriters are available at the Cord
office) and delivered to the Cord Editor by
Monday at noon. All letters must bear the
author's full name and telephone number.
The Cord reserves the right to refuse any
submission which it considers racist, sexist, or
libellous in nature. All letters are subject to
editing for length; please tiy to stay within 300
words.
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I HELP!!!
The Cord staff is in desperate
need of people who are willing to
volunteer an hour or two each
week to help type articles.
This opportunity may not seem
particularly exciting, but this is the
area in which we most need help,
so please consider it.
Hours are flexible and
commitment can be as casual as
you like. If interested, please call
Jackie at 884-2990 or drop by the
Cord office on the second floor of
the Student Union Building.
Thanks!
Disarmament march
So why are we here?
by Matt Certosimo and Timothy Neesam
The rain, descending upon them, had changed
from light mist to a steady drizzle. They were martyrs
— courageous and determined. The bell-bottoms
The Two»had dug up for the occasion were now wet
and uncomfortable, the jean jackets were definitely
insufficient in providing warmth. They weren't alone.
Another newcomer had donned the extra rain jacket
of a seasoned veteran.
A garbage bin had been used by the parade
leaders in place of a podium earlier today.
Surrounding this designated focus, the crowd was
not immense, but there was a distinct feeling of
community.
That feeling was not the case Friday. Everytime
The Two had mentioned to their peers that they
planned to take part in Saturday's parade to their
peers, two things would happen. First came the
question, "What parade?" (Jpon reply, emotions were
sparked and some strange semblance of debate
would begin. Then, innumerable accusations of
possessing "left-wing" tendencies erupted. (The name
of a certain Eastern Bloc Nation was often referred
to.) The two Rabble-Rousers were usually informed
that there would be no point in protesting because
neither side would listen and thus no good would be
done.
Vietnam was mentioned: "The protesting against
American involvement in Vietnam was a strong
influence on the American politicians of the time."
Looks of disgust would cross the faces of their foes.
"Vietnam? What are you guys? Hippies? Peace and
love, man, communal sex, man. Is that what you're
all about?" Condescending laughs followed comments
like these. The conversation deteriorated at this point.
The parade seemed ritualistic. The crowd snaked
along its designated path almost mechanically. They
trudged, trying to sing along to songs they didn't
really know the words to. In most cases, The Two
remembered the title and the first few lines but the
words soon became lost in the rain.
"There is a future!" was the statement on the sign
which had been carried throughout the day by a man
dressed in a prophet's costume. Has there ever been
another time in history that such a statement needed
to be proclaimed? Has there ever been such doubt as
to whether there would be a tomorrow? Maybe this is
why they felt the need to "take to the streets."
Everyone wants a future. Then why are more people
not in this parade? Was it apathy? Are the two sides
polarized?
Yes. Yes, the two sides are polarized. Yes, yes, and
yes. On more than one occasion, motorists felt
compelled to hurl denunciations at the peaceful
protestors. Approaching the designated starting point,
The Two heard music on the other side of an
approaching hill. Was the sound that of the paraders?
Ironically, Western's marching ban appeared over
the divide, standing with military precision. Once they
finished their warm-up, many Westerners felt
compelled to exercise their democratic right. So, as
they passed the group that encircled a yellow
garbage can, words like 'commies' and 'hippies' were
heard. The critics then laughed and headed inside for
their performance.
Every day, the media explains to those interested
enough to read that this type of childishness also fills
the world arena. Communication. That's the problem.
One leader calls the other a nasty name; a reply of
equal nastiness is stated and the world is that much
closer to destruction.
Our leaders clearly act in the same manner as our
'debating' university students, that is, with more
emotion than intellect. We must inform our leaders
as to what we want. If it's nuclear disarmament, tell
them. If it's nuclear holocaust, tell them. Either way,
complacency is no longer permissible.
Communication is needed, now more than ever.
The day's end was sadly anti-climactic. After more
songs, hand-holding, peace proclamations, and
isolated shouts urging each other to "write letters to
the governments," the crowd wandered off in
separate directions. Were they really martyrs? Or,
were they just trying to find a cause? People
influenced by a past generation, or people fulfilling
a moral obligation?
Today, money making is where it's at. It's hip,
mod, together, and everywhere. Is this what
University's role has been reduced to? A place to get
a degree, drink lots of booze, talk about sex, and
spend parents' money? Perhaps that's why The Two
ended the eventful day in a local speak-easy.
Drinking. Wondering....
What's up Chuck?
by Chuck Tatham
I must thank everyone who sent cards, or phoned,
or visited me while I was in the hospital. It might not
seem like much to you, but when you're lying on a
freezing bedpan it's nice to know that you have more
friends than the guy that comes around with your
suppository.
For those of you who are somewhat confused as
to what I'm talking about, a minor injury debilitated
me for the last couple of weeks, but let it be known
that I'm almost completely recovered and I'll get used
to wearing the helmet. To further elucidate, my injury
was in the abdominal region; reparations to my left
kidney and bowel rendered me quite helpless for a
span of three or four days, and this is when the
most fun occurred.
I depended on the nurses for just about everything
short of scratching my naughty parts, which I was
too tired to do anyway. The vast majority of these fine
people were caring and professional, but alas, there
were exceptions.
Who can forget the time I was freezing in my little
bed and I pressed my button to summon the nurse?
After a mandatory ten-minute wait, 1 was finally
greeted by a face that expressed a true lack of
concern for yours truly. Without being too obnoxious,
I requested another blanket. Minutes later she re-
arrived, more than happy to launch the folded
blanket onto the foot of my bed, whereupon she
abruptly turned and retreated to the lure of the
Toronto Sun and a Diet Coke.
After numerous attempts to reach (let alone
unfold!) the blanket, I surrendered and once again
depressed the beckoning button. This undoubtedly
created many a grunt of disgust at the nursing
station, seeing as it was now a hefty fifteen minutes
before
a nurse entered my cove of convalescence.
When she did arrive, she unfolded the blanket and
dropped it on my shivering bulk. Guilty of interfering
with an event of immense social gravity back at the
nursing station, I dozed off to sleep with visions of a
breakfast
enema dancing in my head.
Of course we can't forget the interesting people I
was privileged to cohabitate with in my sixth floor
room. There was Kurt beside me, who had a tube in
is nose and snored for twelve hours each night
come hell or high water. He was a nice enough guy,
and 1 appreciated Kurt more than the guy who was
across the room from me, because Kurt didn't fart.
Without becoming too crude, 1 must say that the
chap across the way felt compelled to pass wind
every time 1 had a visitor. It wouldn't have mattered if
the Pope was visiting me — this old guy would have
hoisted himself up and recreated the sounds of Pearl
Harbour.
The funny thing was that when his wife came to
visit, he held them all in! What a hypocrite! Kurt and I
knew his little game, so by the third day we were
straining to rattle a little gas whenever his spouse
crossed the threshold. It was only fair, and I think he
learned his lesson.
The guy in the far corner didn't talk much. I never
got his name, and he always seemed pretty cranky.
After a little detective work, I found out that he was in
for the dreaded hemorrhoids. No wonder he said the
nurse was a pain in the ass. 1 thought he was lonely
at first, but the hemorrhoids explained why he slept
on his s.omach. We left him alone, and after a few
days he was replaced by a big old guy that threw up
every half hour. I felt sorry for him, but it was his own
fault; he was shovelling in the hospital food like there
was no tomorrow.
Then there was me. I never realized how immodest
one becomes when one is sick. I spent half the time
walking around with my butt sticking out of my
gown, and I spent the other half trying to wedqe mv
gown between my legs whenever the nurse changed
my dressing. "If I've seen one, I've seen them all,"
they'd say, and when I was really sick, I really
didn't
care. They could have hoisted my gown up and
pulled out the Kodak Instamatic, and I wouldn't have
flinched. However, as I began to feel better I started
to regain some of the old modesty, and I wouldn't let
them handle my personal hygiene. A man's got his
pride, you know.
I am forever indebted to the diligent people that
attended to my personal needs without question or
pause (although there was a flat refusal by all staff
members when I requested a full pelvic bathing the
day 1 was being released). If the truth be known, I was
so happy with the care I received that I have a few
candystripers come over every night to help with my
personal hygiene. 1 didn't realize it, but you can really
get into those enemas after a while.
Chuck's Ground
"I've been able to travel a bit, to meet new and interesting people
and to have fun!" Jo-Ann Zazelenchuk, Saskatoon
"The good times!" Doug Reed, Barrie
Hey, doesn't that sound great? Whatever those people are talking
about, I want to be a part of it! Who wouldn't?Possibly members of
the NDP and the Liberals.
The above quotes are from a flyer that was circulated at the P.C.
party held in Wilf s Monday night. It is supposed to be handed out
to high school kids as a form of recruitment to the P.C. Youth
federation. 1 find it hard to believe that an organization like the
Tories who are trying hard for some credibility with the voters
could hand out some garbage like this.
Look at these pics below. That is how they appear in this
pamphlet. You have got td be kidding. This looks like a bad joke
off of Saturday Night Live. Not something that is actually circulated
to the public. Do you Tories actually think that a pamphlet with this
garbage will serve you favorably? You're really lucky that so many
people hate Trudeau in this country. You had all better get down
on your knees and pray that the hate continues at such a high
level.
That was the first thing that they screwed up on. They also were
distributing a Policy Survey. No joking aside, I hope that this was
set up as a joke. It was wasn't it?
There were five questions on this joke survey and they were quite
funny. Question one, for example, and 1 quote "The Cruise Missel
should be tested in Canada." Note the spelling.
And question number five: "A bronze statue of Margaret
Thatcher should be erected in the WLU concourse." The topper on
this was the choice of answers — "Strongly Agree" or just "Agree."
The Tories may not be able to throw together a recruitment folder
but they are great at surveys. Hints of Rhino in this party.
Now for one terribly low piece of gossip ... Who were those six
young Tories who snuck down the back stairs of the Student Union
Building and started up those "funny cigarettes?" This news editor
just had another ideal shattered. How could any Mulroney-loving
Tory step outside to smoke up? The shame! The shame! What
next? Will we find out that Mulroney himself was participating in a
disarmament march?
Please, no!! Say it isn't true!
Chuck Kirkham
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something
to say? >_-«
Say it with CORD CLASSIFIEDS!
A real bargain at 5C a word
Deadline: Mondays at noon
in brief
Dismissal sparks charge of sexism
SUDBURY, Ont. (CUP) - The firing of a
woman from the LaurentianUniversity student
security force has provoked controversy about
sexism on the force.
Marlene Mcintosh said she was fired from
her job as a security officer because she was "a
girl."
Head of security Richard Lafreniere
defended the move at a student council
meeting, but said "You can call me
chauvinistic if you want."
Mcintosh brought her complaint to student
council president Ken McNeill who introduced
a motion atthe next council meeting calling for
"at least one woman" to be on duty as security
during all major social functions.
"When there are six people working there
should be one woman," the motion read.
But several councillors criticized the motion
as limiting the number of women who could
serve on the force.
"There are more women at this institution
than men," said councillor Maisela Kekana.
"There have been women working on security
and they have done a fantastic job."
Kekana said the decision to fire Mcintosh
violated the Canadian Charter of Rights and
the Ontario Human Rights Code.
McNeill cited other campus security forces
consisting of "strictly large, intimidating
males" and "ex-bikers." "The point is we aren't
following whatother universities are doing," he
said.
The motion passed unanimously.
UNB student paper faces lawsuit
FREDERICTON (CUP) - The University of
New Brunswick and its housing director are
threatening legal action against the St.
Thomas University student newspaper The
Aquinian.
The Oct. 5 edition of The Aquinian quoted
UNB housing director Roy Brostowski saying
landlords in the Fredericton area were
reluctant to rent to foreign students.
The quotes included several racial slurs that
Brostowski says were taken out of context.
Representing both the university and
Brostowski, UNB lawyer Gordon Petrie sent a
letter to the Aquinian and reporter Lauren
Grieve Oct. 7 asking the paper to retract and
apologize for the "inaccurate and false
reporting."
Aquinian editor Peter Boisseau says the
story is accurate and the paper is seeking
further legal advice.
Boisseau says the student council lawyer is
trying to railroad the paper into a convenient
settlement that is not in their best interests.
"The council's lawyer has shown no
indication or consideration for the Aquinian's
stance of maintaining our right to print the
truth,"says Boisseau. "It's principle versus
practicality. We'd rather go with principle as
opposed to practicality."
The Aquinian is establishing a defense fund
to fight the case.
Meanwhile the UNB student union has set
up a board of inquiry to look at allegations of
racism within the GNB housing department.
UNB and STCI share the same campus.
Grade 13 elimination may be beneficial
OTTAWA (CUP)—Ontario's university
teachers promise a fight if education minister
Bette Stephenson tries to change the
provincial policy of universal accessibility to
university.
'If she (Stephenson) decides to reverse the
policy, she's going to have a political fight on
her hands," Bill Jones, president of theOntario
Confederation of (Jniverstiy Faculty
Associations, said last week. Jones, a-
psychology teacher at Carleton University
madethe commentin response to a speech by
Stephenson to an OCUFAmeeting in Toronto,
In the speech, Stephenson said she
wondered whether Ontario had ever
committed itself to providing a place in
university for all qualified applicants. A
qualified applicant is one with a 60 per cent
average in grade 13, according to the policy.
Teachers vow fight over accessibility
TORONTO (CUP)—College and university
teachers are hoping recent changes to
Ontario's high school program, including the
elimination of Grade 13, will produce better
first year students.
High school students will now have to take a
greater numberof compulsory courses than in
the recent past, and post-secondary teachers
hope to have a better idea of their students'
knowledge and skills.
John Ricker, former deanof the University of
Toronto's education faculty, said if the new
compulsory courses are of high quality,
students will arrive at university better
prepared.
Under the new high school system, students
will have to earn 30 credits to graduate. In the
past, those who wanted to go onto university
had to complete 33 credits in five years but
now all students will beable to complete the30
credits in four years.
Under the new system, students must take
16 compulsory courses in languages, thearts,
social science, business and technology.
Ricker, who currently works with the Council
of Ontario Universities, said students who
complete high school in four years will be
younger when they arrive at university.
He said some will have difficulty adapting to
their new environment but others will thrive.
"People at 18 have fought in wars, driven
tanks and adapted to all sorts of difficult
situations," Ricker said.
He also said the changes may cause
increased enrolment as students move more
quickly to the universities, but addedthe exact
increase in enrolment is difficult to predict.
Ricker said the changes may not enhance
university accessibility, but said the new
system "will not promote the chances
of
groups already under serious
economic and
social pressure."
Men just seem to want their way
MONTREAL (CGP)-Men in college would
force women into sexual intercourse more
often, if they weren't afraid of getting caught,
says an American report.
And that's on top of the 15 per cent of
college men who already force their female
colleagues to have sex. An even higher
percentage confessed they have assaulted
women in some way.
A team of psychologists from Auburn
University, Alabama, also found that men who
forced intercourse tended to be generally
irresponsible, lacking in social conscience
and
regard violence as an acceptable solution
to
problems.
The report said women's attitudes
contribute to the high percentage of
assault.
Women don't realize they have the right to say
"no" or resist assault.
More than 21 per cent of college
women
surveyed said they have been coerced
into
intercourse, 80 per cent said they were
avictim
of sexual assault, ranging from unwanted
fondling to battery. "
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Meet the Senate candidates
Introduction to the Senate
The Senate is probably best known for its power to
establish the
educational policies of the University. However, the Senate and the various
Senate Committees who report to the Senate are also involved
in any
relative matter to the operation of the University" as outlined under Part 11,
Section 19 which illustrates the "Powers
of Senate." Thus, the Senator is
involved in such matters as admission standards, course
curricula, and
academic planning, among others.
The members of Senate are involved
in the policy-making process at
the normative and strategic levels. The legislative process
of the body
allows Senators to scrutinize the proposed legislation
before its actual
introduction to the Board of Governors and its implementaion.
The
Senator's job is to play a representative role, usually by
debate at Senate
or Senate Committee meetings.
Senate positions are allocated so that there is a representation of the
University and those in close association with it, and thus all interests are
accounted for.
Janet Geisberger is a 3rd year Business student
at Laurier.
In describing the Senate's role, Geisberger says
"the Senate looks after everything WLGSG
doesn't." She sees the Senate as dealing mostly
with academic matters like potential course
offerings, as well as with building considerations
and professor hiring and firing.
Geisberger sees the matterof howto allot money
from the Building Fund as a current consideration
for the Senate She added that class sizes in
different faculties is an important issue that merits
Senate attention.
WLG's grade 12 Scholarship Program will need
to be "re-vamped" to adjust to the upcoming
changes in Ontario high school curricula,
according to Geisberger. She noted that grade 12
students seem to be able to handle university level
courses, although they typically have trouble with
math, and noted that Laurier will probably have to
offer more classes of English 102 to meet the
needs of the of younger first-year students.
Graham Heit is a 2nd year Honours Computing
and Computer Electronics student.
According to Heit, the Senate's role is to make
academic decisions about course changes,
programs, and faculty recommendations. "That is
their entire role — academic decisions," says Heit.
i The "main concern" of the Senate is deciding
whether there is a market for various courses or
programs the university might offer. "The Senate is
involved in determining what students need and
getting the courses to offer it," said Heit.
Heit is not in agreement with the proposed
elimination of grade 13, and says that high school
students need grade 13, "not only becauseof what
it offers academically, but students need that
degree of maturity." Heit feels that goals won't be
clear to first-year university students if grade 13 is
eliminated.
The computing deportment is in need of
representation on the Senate, especially since
computing courses change so rapidly to keep up
with technological advances, according to Heit.
Dave Gez is a 3rd yearBusiness studentat WLG.
Gez sees the Senate as dealing with the
"academic side of school," including issues
concerning courses, course content, requirements
for courses andprograms of study, professors, and
student problems.
One of the important functions of the Senate is
the ongoing evaluation of the general quality of
education at Laurier and the specific program
requirements and level of course difficulty,
according to Gez.
Gez believes that the proposed dropping of
Grade 13 will make it necessary to re-examine
present admissions requirements since future
students will have a different background than the
current first-year students. He foresees a problem
with the levei of maturity of younger first-year
students.
Gez would like to see greater student awareness
of the Senate, especially of the Appeals Committee
which Gez says has been under-used in recent
years.
Mary Beingessner is a 2ndyear Honours Biology
student at Wilfrid Laurier.
Beingessner sees the Senate as responsible for
all academic decisions, including academic
changes and the implementation of additional
honours programs. According to Beingessner, the
Senate "does not dealwith anything like finances."
Beingessner considers the dramatic increase in
the size of Laurier's science departments to be an
important consideration for Senate.
Beingessner believes that an evaluation of
admissions prerequisites is needed to prepare for
the changes that will result from the elimination of
grade 13. "Laurier is one step ahead" because of its
Grade 12 Scholarship Program, says Beingessner.
Although WLG is not totally prepared, it is at an
advantage, she noted.
Beingessner believes that the science students at
Laurier are underrepresented on the Senate,
especially since the sciences at WLG are growing so
rapidly.
Paul Qregor is a 3rd year student in Honours
Political Science and Honours Psychology.
Gregor sees the Senate's role as touching on
"everything that has to do with school...and almost
every facet of student life." Specifically he mentions
courses, fees, instructors, and exam schedules.
"The Senate is a forum for interaction between
faculty and students," according to Gregor.
Important considerations for the Senate include
setting fees, completing course timetables, and
raising the cultural awareness of Laurier, says
Gregor.
Gregor feels that having grade 13 "gives students
an edge." Students coming out of a five-year high
school program are a bit more mature, have a
broader background, and have had a greater
chance to consider choices, says Gregor. He noted
that the appealing aspect of eliminating grade 13 is
the dollar savings.
While Gregor doesn't believe that the quality of
first-year students will necessarily decrease, he
does think students will be less "polished."
Andrew Reid is a 2nd year Business student
attending WLG.
Reid considers the Senate to be "basically an
academic body" concerned with the granting and
taking away of degrees and the fulfillment of the
university's "academic requirements."
"We need student input," says Reid, whocites the
stiffening of admissions requirements for Honours
Business as an example of a recent Senatedecision
that directly affects students.
Reid is against the elimination of grade 13 since
he feels most students are notprepared mentally or
socially to enter university after grade 12.
Unless there is a substantial improvement in the
high school curricula and standards are kept high,
students will be academically unprepared for first
year university, says Reid.
Reid added that the Senate should look into
recommending accounting and economics
courses for students seeking admission into the
Business prctgram. "It would help to know these
things" so students can be adequately prepared for
their first year, he added.
Scott Waters is in 4th year Business at Wilfrid
Laurier University.
The role of the Senate is to "pass and interpret
regulations and by-laws," according to Waters. In
terms of deferred exams, the Senate's job is to
decide from the bylaws if students' appeals are
justified, and to make sure that students are dealt
with in the fairest manner," says Waters.
An important function of the Senate is their
judgment about applications for deferred exams,
according to Waters.
The elimination of grade 13 will cause an overall
increase in university enrolment with "more
students waiting to get into WLU," says Waters.
This will affect the University Senate by giving it
more to deal with due to the increase in students,
says Waters.
Waters noted that he has "e jot of experience
interacting with people" through his involvement
with Offcarn, Tamiae, and the Marketing
Association.
Janet Geisberger
Graham Heit
Dave Gez
Maiy Beingessner
Paul Gregor
Andrew Reid
ScottWaters
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THURSDAY
The Sociology Club's Halloween
Party, 8 p.m.-l a.m. at Alumni Hall.
Come dressed as a social problem!
There will be prizes given for the
most incurable social problem.
Admission: $2.00 for non-members,
$1.00 for members. I.D. card
required at the door. Licensed under
L.L.8.0.
There will be a meeting of the
Science Fiction Club tonight at 7
p.m. in Rm. 5-303.
The Apathy Club meeting has
been cancelled due to lack of
interest.
The Science Fiction Club presents a
Short Story Contest. The contest is
open to all students, staff and faculty
of WLU (excluding judges and
professional writers). Each entry can
be no longer than 2,000 words,
should be typed (double-spaced) on
BV2" x 11" paper, and placed in a
BV2" x 11" envelope, with your name,
phone number, and student number
on the outside. DO NOT place your
name on your story — this will
ensure impartiality. Turn yourentries
into the WLLISG office between now
and Thursday, November 17.
Contact Kevin Houser for more
information at 744-6896.
FRIDAY
A hayride, sponsored by the
Lutheran Student Movement: a
starlight ride in rural Ontario with real
hay and real horses. All invited: bring
a friend or come solo. Group meets
at 7 p.m. at the Lutheran Student
House, 177 Albert St. at Seagram
Drive. Coffee, cocoa, and pizza
following.
At 8:00 p.m. in the CJW Theatre of
the Arts — Paillard Chamber
Orchestra, Guy Touvron, Trumpet
soloist. Reserved seating at $10
(students/seniors $7).
SATURDAY
At 8:00 p.m. in the Music Room —
Czapary String Trio from West
Germany.
MONDAY
For Business Students only:
Information session on "Self-
Management and Motivation" to be
held from 11:30-12:30 p.m. in
PI 005.
Art Exhibit in the Concourse
Gallery: Mr. Patrick John Kundra will
show his drawings and sculptures
(East African Art). This exhibit will
run until Nov. 11.
Nick Fog, Technical Recruiter for
C.CJ.S.O., will speak on Third World
Employment Opportunities at an
information session. 8:00 p.m..
Waterloo Public Library, 35 Albert St.
Writing Skills Program to be held at
3:004:00 p.m. in CTB room 5-207.
Film Screenings: Modernism-in-Art
Series, "The Future That Was" at
4:00 p.m. in 2E7 and 7:15 p.m. in 2-
207.
WEDNESDAY
Motice to all musicians of the
Underworld: A jam session featuring
Jimi Hendrtx, Ronnie Van Zant, John
Lennon and The Grateful Dead has
been planned. Stay tuned for further
notices. The Decomposing
Composers.
Writing Skills program to be held
11:30-12:30 p.m. in Rm. 2-205.
Social Procrastination? If your
byline regarding social situations is
similiar toScarlet O'Hara's ("I'll think
about it tomorrow,") then this
workshop/series is for you. It's held
Wednesdays, 3:30-5:00 p.m. in the
Alumni Hall. If you'd like more
information, phone 884-1970, ext.
2144 and ask for Madeline.
The Meet the Authors Series will
feature Brian Moore discussing his
recent book, "Cold Heaven," at 3:30
p.m. in the Turret. Admission is free,
and everyone is welcome.
Evening Concert at WLU. The
Faculty Concert Series will feature
Boyd McDonald, forte piano and
Peggie Sampson, cello at 8:00 p.m.
in the Theatre Auditorium.
Admission: Adults $4.00,
students/seniors $3.00. Everyone
welcome.
DEADLINE!
for Cord Classifieds and
announcements for the To Be
section is MONDAY at NOON.
Please make note of this deadline!
and get your submissions in to the !
Cord Office as early as possible — it
really makes a big difference on our
end. Thanks!
classifieds
PERSONAL
Tiying to impress that special girl?
Learn the fail-proof "nice-guy"
method. Call the S.S. School of Mice
today at 744-7364.
Hey Human Bean; How ya doin'?
Just a little note say "Hi!" and have a
super day!! Hey, psst, SMILE!!!
Dear Smunda: Get rid of your
roommate. I'm moving in.
Dear Clay! You'll find your bed in the
lounge.
Dear G.F. from Little House. Like
your smile! See you in A 310.
P.J.O.—Any more 6 a.m. walks?
Dear A-1W: We loved your gotchie
show on Thursday.
WLCI 4-me! Does Mike want to share
the lounge with Clay??
"Yacs" better watch out! However,
burgundy & green is all right.
Dear Dick: Betty, Barb, and Jane say
"Hi" and to come home soon. They
miss you very much. P.S. Behave!
Jet-Setter: S.O.P. number four on
the fifth??? The Colonel.
Dear B2 Girls: Your inspiration
sustained me during my hospital
stay, but I really must get know you
better. Wanna see my scar?? Chuck
Tatham.
Scoot Wawa: Abelated happy 22nd.
Best Wishes. M.C. D.C. BJ.
SERVICES
Bum slapping! Guaranteedpleasure
for all involved. Phone Dave on B-3
"Don't be shy, your mother wasn't!"
Group, class and private lessons for
singles and couples in social,
ballroom, disco, and rock 'n' roll
dancing for fun or to prepare for
medal, test or competition. Special
student rate. Call Kessler Studio of
Dancing, 200 King St. E., Kitchener,
894-3494. Member of C.D.T.A.
TYPING
Typing — 14 years' experience
typing university reports, theses, etc.. j
Engineering and technical papers a j
specialty. Call Nancy anytime at !
576-7901.
Word Processing one block from
campus. 8(X per double-spaced
page. Anything you can write I can
type. Phone 885-1353.
Professional Typing at reasonable
rates. Fast accurate service'
satisfaction guaranteed. Carbon
ribbon with lift off corrections. Call
Diane at 576-1284.
RIDE WANTED
Ride wanted some weekends to and
from Sundridge (near North Bay)—
rides as far as Orillia, Gravenhurst,
and Huntsville O.K. as well. Phone
Wes Frost at 886-8745.
Ride wanted from Kitchener to
Belleville at noon after the Business
exam on Saturday. Will share
expenses. Call Lynn at 578-7521.
RIDE
AVAILABLE
Ride to Hamilton/Burlington daily.
Commuter looking to share daily
driving to WLG from Hwy 6 and Hwy
403. Call Marie, (416) 634-7627,
after 7 p.m.
LOST
Lost! Ist year Bus. student, blonde,
blue eyes, 5' 4", answers to the name
of "Lost and Found." Call Shawn at
886-2766.
FOR SALE
10,000 different original movie
posters. Catalogue $2.00.
Mnemonics Ltd., Dept. "T\ no. 9,
3600 21st Street N.E., Calgary, Alta.
T2E 6V6.
WANTED
Volunteers wanted at the NewWorld
Centre. Help promote personal
growth and awareness and open
yourself to a world of enlightenment
at the same time. Visit us at 14A
Charles St. W., Kitchener, or call 744-
5451/893-8333.
J. Shadoian's "Dreams and Dead
Ends." Book for Film Studies 241.
Will pay above Bookstore price!
Phone 885-2635, ask for Nancy.
Tutor Immediately for first year
University Economics. Call after 6
p.m. weekdays, anytime weekends.
Ask for Gary at 8864472.
ENTERTAINMENT
photo by Dave Bradshaw
These talented musicians demonstrated their skill last Thursday at the Coronet.
Glider soars
at Coronet
by Dave Bradshaw
Smooth, slick and professional are
the adjectives that best describe the
Thursday night performance of
Glider. Playing at the Coronet, this
Kitchener band was right at home
and the university audience
thoroughly enjoyed them.
Glider played a combination of their own
works and popular hits.
Playing a combination of popular
hits, rock classics and their own
work, Glider moved from one distinct
sound to another with a skill that
seemed effortless. Reproducing the
sounds made famous by big name
bands, they played a variety of artists
like Billy Idol (White Wedding), Peter
Gabriel (Shock the Monkey), Queen
(Bohemian Rhapsody), and Michael
Sembello (Maniac, from Flash-
dance). Each number was played in
the style of the original artist.
Much of the band's slickness
comes from the group effort and
simple hard work. Comprised of
studio musicians who often find
themselves playing backup band to
"up and coming" artists as well as
those already established, they are
similar to the band Toto, whose
music opened the show. Together
for the last three years, Mike Oberle,
Don Paulton, Grant Cummings and
Gary Mlenik along with sound man
Leo Culliton find themselves working
six days a week and attracting a
growing following.
Excellent timing, substantial
musical talent, and the experience to
know better than to overload their
show with tasteless gimmicks and
tricks, combine to provide an
exciting, clean, clear night of
entertainment.
The White
Zeppelin review
by Don Bannister
About 350 loyal fans filled the
Coronet last Friday night to see The
White perform a musical tribute to
Led Zeppelin. The L.A.-based
group provided real excitement for
the crowd and played over 200 tunes
demonstrating their musical abilities.
Taking the stage atabout9:45, the
four band members burst into Rock
and Roll, the well-known opening
song of Zeppelin concerts.
Michael White, the lead singer and
driving force behind the band, was
virtually an exact copy of Robert
Plant. Wearing bracelets and a
medallion around his neck he
strutted and sang in a style reminisc-
ent of Plant in the early seventies.
The crowd reacted with screams
and upraised arms as the band
moved swiftly into their second
number, Nobody's Fault But Mine.
The White followed
up with several
other favorites such as Black Dog,
Heartbreaker, and Good Times, Bad
Times.
Undoubtedly, the highlight of the
first set was the group's rendition of
Dazed and Confused. Guitarist Phil
Bolene carried out a 10-minute solo,
Paying his guitar with a violin bow.
The effects of dry ice and intricate
lighting, combined with Bolene's
dramatic action, sent the crowd into
spasms of excitement.
The White opened their second
set with an excellent version of All My
Love, which included Michael White
playing keyboards as well as singing.
The band had an interesting
tendency to move without breaks
from one song to the next, keeping
the fansconstantly alert. After several
medleys the group did a replica of
Zeppelin's Whole Lotta Love which
even Robert Plant would have been
proud of. White was explicit in his
singing and high-pitched screams,
claiming that he wanted to give
everyone "every inch of my love."
Whole Lotta Love was followed by
Moby Dick with a long solo by
drummer Danny Billan. Billan's solo,
lacking the quality of Bolene's earlier
performance, might have made
John Bonham roll over in his grave
had it not been for the cheering fans
who were too inebriated to realize
what was happening.
Returning to the stage, White led
the band through a flawless
execution of Thank You to end the
set.
The foursome added two encores
to their two sets, finishing the show
with Ramble On as Michael White
threw roses to the crowd.
While The White cannot be called
original, deriving both their style and
music from Led Zeppelin, they are
exciting and provide a unique
opportunity for Zeppelin fans to see
reasonable facsimilies of their
heroes. Like its predecessor, the
White too may go over like the lead
balloon.
McLean & McLean: crude humour
by Dave Bradshaw
Rude, crude, and base, they were;
but McLean and McLean were also
very funny. Playing the Coronet last
Thursday night, the swore, told jokes
and stories, and commented on
more social and political topics than
The National.
Travelling from one topic to
another faster than some of the
audience could follow, the overriding
theme of the show was easily
followed and familiar to all. I.e. SEX.
From Cathy Rigby commercials to
the size of the studs in Playgirl.
McLean and McLean's
humour: current and self-
directed.
McLean and McLean's humour
came in the form of personal
observations (of the crudekind), and
some self-defamation. They had the
crowd laughing with them and at
them. This was a pleasant change
from the audience assassination
some crude comedians use to get
laughs.
Their routinewas very current and
required at least a basic knowledge
of the past year's headlines aboutair
travel (Air Canada, Korean airlines
007, and oil rings), Chuck and Di,
Brian Mulroney and Peter
Pocklington (and his pal Wayne),
Margaret and Pierre (what they are
both doing to Canadians), and sci-fi
movies and the sexual abilities of
Superman.
Definitely not a show for the family
or those with a refined sense of
culture and diction, but for thosewho
think there is a time and a place for
anything, McLean and McLean is a
show to see when you feel like being
a bit obnoxious.
The McLeans: still the dirtiest guys in town.
photo by Dave Brddshaw
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Scott Merrit and Heather Bishop at UofW
Concert for Peace
by Mike Strathdee
Canadian folksingers Scott Merrit and
Heather Bishop provided a pleasant evening of
humorous and message music respectively at
CIWs Humanities Theatre last Sunday
evening. The benefit concert, sponsored by
the (JW chapter of Project Ploughshares of the
Waterloo Region Peace Network as part of
United Nations Disarmament Week events in
K-W, raised over $2,000 for the disarmament
group.
Scott Merrit, a Brantford, Ontario performer,
opened the show. Merrit has released two
albums (Desperate Cosmetics and Drastic
Interference) on his own label in the past two
years. He featured songs from the albums in a
performance which was consistently good
enough to explain Merrit's growing popularity.
Accompanied by Toronto bassist David
Woodhead, Merrit played mandolin, six and
twelve-string guitars, electric guitar and
dulcimer over the course of his one-and-a-half-
hour set. Merrit's guitar playing is reminiscent
of early Bruce Cockburn in terms of style and
proficiency. He is also a zany songwriter whose
bizarre sense of humour kept his audience
howling both with laughter and in the literal
sense, as Merrit invited everyone to howl
during the chorus of "I don'twant tobe a dog."
Merrit's songs introduce the listener to many
subjects, mostof which are treated in a satirical
manner. There is the story of Noah (in the
apocalypse, according to Merrit, Noah works
for Xerox and plans to escape the world with
two of everything — not in an ark, but in a
rocket), Nero (the singer poses the rhetorical
question, "Who elected Nero?," while
watching Rome burn), and a test-tube baby
named Billyboy, among others.
Reggae is obviously a healthy influence
which enhances without dominating Merrit's
music.
photo by Bob Feher
Entertainment Quiz
1. What were the names of the agents used in Get Smart?
2. What Russian official was not allowed to visit Disneyland in 1960
due to a security risk?
3. What is the school song of Yale University?
4. What were the names of the very successful Motown group,
The
Supremes?
5. What are the official tokens used in the game of Monopoly?
6. What movie won the Academy Award in 1976?
7. Who was The Riddler?
8. What was the numberof the MASH unit that provided the
inspiration for the 4077?
9. What is the name of Control's canine (Agent K-13) from
Get
Smart?
10. On what side of the face does John Boy (Richard Thomas)
have a mole?
1.Agents86,99,13,43,K-13,Hymie,Larraby
2.INikitaKhruschev
3.BoolaBoola
4.DianaRoss,MaryWilson,FlorenceBallard
5.Thimbie,Iron,Shoe,dog.Battleship,Tophat,Cannon,RaceCar
6.Fang
7.8055th
8.BatmanandRobin'sfoe
9.Rocky
10.left
entertainment
continued on page 13
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I am drowning under a load of reviews, ideas and just plain
work. If you would like to expend a little energy on the Cord,
become the Assistant Entertainment Editor. Come up and see me
or give me a call at 884-2990.
I
Merritt successfully welds his
dusty dry wit to catchy tunes with
excellent results. He is equally
capable of slower, more serious
songs and upbeat boppers such as
the rasta flavoured "Time for a qood
find."
Merritt is a talent worth listening to
and watching for.
Heather Bishop, the Manitoba
singer-songwriter who played the
second half of the evening, is a
competent pianist and guitarist. She
writes interesting songs, and her
deep, powerful voice does justice to
her material. Bishop is a serious artist
who sings every number with
conviction. Perhaps too much
conviction.
The seriousness of her message
tends to be too self-righteous to be
enjoyable. A little less stridency
would go a long way.
Bishop sang her own material
for
the most part — a wide range of
Canadiana including tributes to
Gabriel Dumont(Louis Riel's general
during the Metis uprising of the
1870s), the Yukon river, Mother
Nature, and women's struggles to
overcome oppression by wicked, evil
men.
The highlight of Bishop's set was
the two songs which she played from
her children's album. These tunes
dealt with less solemn matters —
friendly hippopotami (female, of
course) and belly buttons. The
children's songs were great.
Unhappily, the same cannot be said
of her performance overall. Bishop's
songs were
overshadowed by her
own angry presentation.
If only she
could manage to be
a little less angry
a little more often.
Spotlight
Last Thursday the Jazz Ensemble played in the T.A.. I was there.
I like jazz. I don't know anything about it but 1 definitely enjoy it
when I hear it. The original idea behind my presence was to do a
review but I soon realized that any attempt to do so on my part
would be more than slightly weak.
I did, however, have a good time. Contrary to what you might
expect from the music faculty we were not all lined up in little rows
but rather the T.A. was decorated like an Italian restaurant
complete with soft lights, candles, checkered table cloths and six-
inch pie plates for ashtrays. The mellowed-out atmosphere was
definitely interesting. You could come and go as you wished, talk in
undertones to friends or sip your favourite alcoholic drink and just
listen.
I arrived at around 8 p.m. and because the concert didn't start
until 8:30 I spent my half-hour wisely
— getting the scoop on how
to tell good from bad jazz. As it turned out their advice was nice,
but didn't really do me any good.
Apparently jazz has to swing. In other words it has to have so
much rhythm, you can't stand it, you have to dance so badly. It
also has to pop. My interpretation of this was that everything should
begin and end at the same time.
With this knowledge in hand I leaned back to listen. After hearing
the Jazz Ensemble last year on Talent Might, 1 was more than
eager to hear it this year — counting on minor improvements.
Granted, I had no idea where these improvements would come
from, 1 just figured that, well you know, practice makes perfect.
They were reasonably fantastic last year.
So there 1 was in the T.A., straining my ears for any off sounds
and checking for approval on what was a good song and which an
'off one. Agggg. It was all too much.
The ensemble was okay. There were a few really good solos on
various instruments and the diversity of the performers was more
than impressive. In between sets the members of the 'combos'
switched instruments like Californians seem to switch spouses. They
were as adept with one instrument as with another.
However, the highlight of my evening was definitely when one
girl said to me, "You work for The Cord? — Oh, The Cord! I am
really impressed with the layout this year — so impressed it almost
makes me want to read the thing."
Hiss.
Zamfir
at the Centre
John Goulart
When one hears the name Zamfir
for the first time, on thinks of a Far
Eastern
guru or perhaps an
Argentinian shepherd boy who
dabbles on the pan flute while he
counts his sheep. The latter
description sounds more fitting, and
is closer to the truth.
Zamfir and his pan flute
performed a wonderful concert at
the Centre in the Square last week.
The concert seemed to transcend all
styles and forms of music fromBach
to contemporaries like Elton John
The concert tran-
scended all styles of
music.
and Billy Joel. Zamfir also delighted
the audience with his rendition or
Chariots of Fire which brought
applause both at the beginning and
at the end of the piece.
An unmistakeable highlight of the
evening was the presence of a
Rumanian folklore ensemble which
featured a viola, a string bass, a
clarinet, and a delightful instrument
called the cumballo which is tuned
like a piano but is played somewhat
like a xylophone using two sticks
covered with felt. Zamfir played very
He is famous for his
pan flute.
well with this ensemble, matching
the clarinet player note for note.
Zamfir took to the audience well
and showed himself to be a
seasoned crowd pleaser, undaunted
by the constant spotlight which
remained on him even while others
played their solos.
To top off the performance, Zamfir
performed a folk song that led to a
spontaneous cadenza of bird and
jungle sounds to the delight of the
audience. By his performance, one
could easily believe that the Plains of
Argentina will not be seeing much of
Zamfir for a while as he continues to
delight audiences all over the world.
Guy Few With HPO
by Andrew Lenz
Very few people are asked to solo
with philharmonic orchestras at the
age of 20. But such was the case with
Guy Few.
Few made his professional debut
on October 22 with the renowned
Boris Brott and the Hamilton
Philharmonic Orchestra (HPO) on
two totally different instruments.
Already recognized as one of
Canada's leading young trumpet
and piano virtuosi, Guy Few was first
heard by Maestro Brott in the fall of
1982. Now in his second year at.
Laurier in Honours Music, Few
studies piano under Garth Beckett
and trumpet with John Tickner.
In the concert — the season
premier for the HPO Pops Series —
Few played the first movement of
Eduard Grieg's Piano Concerto in A-
Minor and the second and third
movements of Hummel's Trumpet
Concerto.
Members of the audience, though
not by any means "musical experts,"
were greatly impressed by the fact
-that Few has mastered both the
piano and the trumpet.
entertainment
continued from page 12
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"'La Traviata'strikes just the right
note. Visually stunning and
musically thrilling... the finest
operatic movie made."
Michael Walsh, TimeMagazine
"'La Traviata'...a personal
triumph for director Zeffirelli.
It's not to be missed''
Vincent Canby, New York Times
"Bravo! You will leave dazzled
down to your socks."
Rex Reed, New York Post
A FRANCO ZEFFIRELLI FILM
cruxm vmors
. mEi
IHe
I 90 KING ST. W.. KITCHENER 578-3800 |
ONE WEEK ONLY
BIRTHRIGHT
is
caring, non-
judgemental, and
willing to help free of
charge.
If you have an
unwanted pregnancy
phone: 579 - 3990
■
Notice to all Graduates who have
signed up for photographs:
A mistake has been made on the dates.
Dates Oct. 24, 25, 26, 27 are changed to
Oct. 31, Nov. 1, 2, 3.
Times remain the same. Pictures will be
taken in P3Oll-3013, 3rd floor of the
Peters Building. Check to see that the
changes made are suitable to you.
Book Review:
Cold Heaven intriguing
by Chuck Kirkham
"She looked up at the sky. Guns were
levelled from that blue brightness following
her every step."
Brian Moore's latest novel tells the tale of
a paranoid woman and her refusal to bend
' to "the will of God."
In an intriguing, suspenseful, and
sometimes frustrating story, Moore has told of
the problems that one Marie Davenport faces
because of her refusal to obey a vision that
came to her. While having an adulterous affair
Marie has a vision of the Virgin Mary who has
icome to ask her to build a shrine for Her.
At first, refusing to beiieve that she saw
anything, Marie continues on with her life. For
the next year, however, she is plagued with
migraine headaches and recurring
nightmares.
All of this is nothing in comparison to what
happens to Marie exactly one year later while
she is vacationing with her husband, a
successful doctor, on the Mediterranian in
France. Marie had set that day aside to inform
her husband that she wanted out of the
marriage to marry the man she truly loved.
While swimming in the Bay of Angels her
husband is run down by a motor boat and
killed. Marie knew that God was out to "get"
her for not fulfilling the vision and that He
would continue to torture her until she
succumbed to His desires.
Subsequently Marie is about as paranoid as
they come; she doesn't trust anyone,
particularly anyone who has anything to do
with the Catholic Church.
Not only does she not trust her fellow man,
but she knows that Nature is in on the dealto.
Thus we see her following butterflies to fulfill
her destiny, for example.
Although highly intriguing and suspenseful
the novel at times can be quite frustratinq It k
not until two-thirds of the waythrough the book
that we learn ofpoor Marie's problem and what
was causing her paranoia. For the more
bfless
Peader tHe a" ravation would
Probably
Another problem with the novel is how far
Moore expects us to believe that one person
can deteriorate. Marie and her husband
are
both intelligent and aware people, but by the
end of the book both characters —
especially
Marie — are snivelling wimps.
Although this is intended to be a fictional
story, Moore can only stretch a person's
imagination so far. For example, Marie's
husband is declared dead and sent to the
morgue. He awakens there only to get up, walk
out, go back to his hotel room, get his ticket for
the flight back to NewYork, and then fly out to
meet his wife in California. The thing is,
nobody saw him. Nobody — not a soul (so to
speak).
Marie, we learn, was brought up in a convent
and has since rejected all belief in Catholicism.
She is afraid of God, however, and knows that
He is out there trying to "get" her. Moore
contends thatshe is not a believer and is being
forced to believe beyond her control. He is
more correct when he states that Marie just
does not want to be involved or manipulated
by anyone. Not even God.
Moore, who has written screenplays for
Hitchcock, writes a fast-moving novel that will
keep the attentionof the reader. There are few
if any slow parts to gloss over, but the
hardcover is a bit pricy at $18.95. Wait for
paperback and/or movie that may follow.
Rolletti a good deal
by Mike O'Brian By now most of you should know that a band by the
name of Rocki Rolletti" will be playing in the Turret
tonight. What most of you don't know is who Rocki
Rolletti is and what they play. Last Friday night this very
talented band played a sold-out show at "The Spoke" at
Western.
The Rocki Rolletti Band is from Winnipeg and is
presently on a tourof eastern Canada.They recently won
CHUM s Trans CanadaRock Contest, a search for new
talent that had over 450 entries.
The band consists of very professional, very talented
musicians — sax, keyboards, drums, bass, guitar,
background vocals and lead vocals. The show consists
of three high-energy and very entertaining sets (as
opposed to the usual two short sets).
The play list can be described in two words — original
I and diverse. Any attempt to stereotype the band is
feeble. Their originality comes from the very humorous
and light-hearted nature of the songs they write; the
diversity comes from the copy tunes of the Doors, Jimi
Hendrix, Supremes, Jefferson Airplane, Manhatten
Transfer and assorted rhythm and blues. The uniting
factor of their music is that it is all danceable.
Rocki Rolletti himself (a.k.a. Peter Jordan) has astage
presence that falls somewhere between Steve Martin
and Tim Curry (The Rocky Horror Picture Show). All the
energy stems from him, as heacts out mostof the songs
and keeps the crowds going with humorous
monologues between them.
Rocki Rolletti is by far the best band you will ever see
for $3. So if you have not planned anything for tonight —
or even if you did — take time out to see a real quality
band, Rocki Rolletti.
Orchesta to play
by Eric Fahn
On this coming Friday, the Wilfrid Laurier
University Orchestra will give the first concert
of this academic year. The works to be
performed include the music from the opera
"Siegfried," written by the great German opera
composer Richard Wagner; "Francesca de
Remini," a rarely performed symphonic poem
by Peter llich Tschaikosky; and last of all the
famous "Jupiter" symphony by Wolfgang
Amadeus Mozart.
Many of you may wonder how good WLG's
orchestra is if you have never been to one of
their concerts — this may be a good chance
for you to discover their talent.
The faculty can
guarantee that you will not
be disappointed
because they are all trained musicians and
perform at a professional level.
Conductor Alec Catherwood believes that
the WLCI orchestra has achieved many of the
goals desired in orchestral playing,
while some
other professional orchestras are
still
struggling for them. He may have exaggerated
slightly, but when one looks at the program
for
Friday, it is evident that the
works to be
performed require excellent
technique on the
part of the musicians.
Concert time is 8:00 p.m. on
Friday,
October 28 in the Theatre
Auditorium.
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POSITION I
AVAILABLE
Applications are now
being accepted for the
position of ASSISTANT
BUSINESS MANAGER
for Student Publications.
Duties include:
Invoicing ads
Collecting accts. rec.
Keeping a general ledger
The position requires approx. 10-15
hours weekly. Honorarium paid. Please
apply to Rita Pekrul, Student
Publications President, by Friday, Nov. 4.
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RED CROSS
i BLOOD DONOR!
I CLINIC I
| TODAY|
lIN THE PAUL MARTIN!
j CENTRE j
\give the gift!
OF LIFE
j Sponsored by WLUSU j
SPORTS
Unbeaten streak halted by Guelph
Hawks downed by Gryphons
by Theresa Kelly
The Golden Hawks' unbeaten
streak was snapped at six as the
Guelph Gryphons claimed the 28-9
victory before a home crowd of
about 3000 at Alumni Stadium last
Saturday. The loss drops the Hawks
into a first place tie with Toronto, as
each school has a 6-1 record and 12
points.
The Hawks will retain first place
going into the sudden-deathplayoffs
because of a previous win over the
Blues.
It was a disappointing loss for the
Hawks as they found themselves
outplayed by the Gryphons who
needed the win to ensure a playoff
spot. The Hawks' first place finish
had already been determined the
week before and they could not
seem to get into the game until
Guelph had already taken the lead.
Gryphons 28
Hawks 9
The Hawks got off to a short-lived
lead in the first quarter on a 33-yard
field goal by Roy Kurtz. Guelph took
command of the game with an
impressive passing display by Randy
Walters, who hit 21 of 33 passes for
327 yards. He also threw two
touchdown passes of 38 and 15
yards to John Lepore and Pari Ceci.
In comparison the Hawks hadonly
143 yards from their passing game
as Mike Wilson did not have a good
game and completed only seven of
20 passes. Wilson was injuried in the
game and remains a doubtful starter
against Mac due to an ailing
shoulder.
Laurier had almost 100 more
yards on the ground than the
Gryphons — 143 to 48 — but was
unableto get into theend zone. Their
only major of the game came on a
one-yard rush by Randy Rybansky in
the final quarter. A two-point
conversion pass was incomplete and
the Hawks settled for just nine points.
Coach Dave "Tuffy" Knight said it
was difficult to explain the reasons
behind the loss, "we did not play with
a lot of desire in the first half." Players
were guilty of mental errors as they
relied more on instinct rather than
previous instruction. Two such
examples were two no-yard
penalities called against the Hawks
on punt returns.
In the second half, Knight said the
team had physical problems against
the tough Guelph defence. Six
turnovers proved fatal to the Hawks
as they lost the ball on three fumbles
and three interceptions. The team
played with more intensity in the
second half and had confidenceto
win but were unableto take the game
away from Guelph.
The Guelph defence scored a
touchdown of their own as Sam
Benincasa grabbed a Mike Wilson
pass and returned it for 50 yards in
the third quarter. Benincasa also
added 4 safeties, 3 converts and a
17-yard field goal.
Knight said that although "we
never want to lose, there was no
better time than last week." The last
really taxing game prior to Saturday
for the Hawks was against Western.
The Hawks are now aware of what
areas need to be worked on during
preparation for the playoffs. One
area is pass coverage, as Walters had
too much time to throw the ball
during the Guelph game and was
able to hit his receivers.
Mac QB Phil Scarfone will add
another threat as he is very mobile
and can run for the necessary
yardage when he sees an opening.
The Hawks will have to force
Hawk running back Paul Nastasiuk is trapped by the Guelph defence during last Saturday's 29-8 loss to
the Gryphons. The team heads into the playoffs this Saturday against McMaster.
Photo by Paul Gomme
Soccer Hawks finish third
Win over Brock and loss to
Western puts team in playoffs
by Dave Bradshaw
The Hawks soared last
Wednesday as rookies scored 5
goals to defeat the Brock Badgers for
the second time this year. Led by two
goals from Murray Russell, rookie
Hawks Rich Sutter, Barry MacLean
and Grant Fraser all planted a goal
for a 5-1 rout.
Hawks 5
Badgers 1
This game, the most impressive
display of goal scoring the soccer
Hawks have produced this season,
was notwithout its low points. Taking
the lead at the four-minute markon a
goal by Rich Sutter, the Hawks were
off to an early command of the
game.
After a second Laurier tally by
Murray Russell at the 11-minute
mark, it appeared that the purple and
gold side was going to run away with
the game. (Their first walk-over,
maybe!)
3
During the next 30 minutes it
appeared that Brock wasn't prepared
to lose. With a Badger goal in the
28th minute, it looked as if Laurier
might blow another close game.
Fortunately, the Hawk goaltending
came through with a few clutch
saves and the half ended 2-1 for the
Hawks.
The second half saw fewer
dangerous plays by the Brock side,
as Laurier began to show more
control of the game. Following a
second goal from Murray Russell
early in the second half, which gave
the Hawks a 3-1 lead, the Brock
defense crumbled. The remainderof
the game saw Laurier forwards drill
the Badger goal with shots. The
result was goals by GrantFraser and
Barry MacLean.
Congratulations, rookies!
1 hesoccer Hawks are on their way
to the playoffs. Although they lost
their final season game 2-1 to the
Western Mustangs last Saturday,
Laurier finished in third place with a
6-24 record.
Both teams played excellent
soccer. Unfortunately for our side the
Mustangs were more successful
than the Hawks at scoring goals.
Having played most of the game in
the rain, both teams were ready for a
tough second half when the first half
ended with a score of 1-1.
Starting the second half quickly,
the Mustangs scored the decisive
goal shortly into the half. From this
point on Western played a strong but
conservative game, and hung on
tightly to their lead.
Mustangs 2
Hawks 1
Although the Hawks played well,
they were not able to capitalize on
their opportunities and the game
ended 2-1. Therewas no loss of pride
on the Laurier side after the game as
thoughts were turned towards the
playoffs.
It should be noted that Paul Sholtz
— this game's goal scorer — ended
the regular season with 5 goals,
giving him top Hawk scoring
honours.
duri?J?3rln
o
AP°linario ( in wh'te) races with a Western player for the ball
9 last Saturday's game. photo Bradshaw
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Hockey team takes two
by John "Sandy" Sanderson
Last Wednesday the Hawks
opened their new '83 - '84 season
■<with a hard-fought 4-1 victory over
the York Yeomen. The Hawks added
another two points to theirtotal with a
win over the Western Mustangs on
Friday. To top off an impressive
week, the Hawks won the Waterloo
Invitational Tourney by defeating
McGill 4-3 in the finals.
The Hawks came out flying
against York as veteran Tony
Martindale scored, only 19 seconds
into the game. Rick Morocco and
Paul Roantree had assists on the
goal. Later, with the Hawks
controlling the majority of the period,
Kevin Casey scored at the 10:42
mark. Morocco and Roantree once
again had the assists.
The second period saw no scoring
although both teams did have ample
opportunities. Steve Bienkowski,
who played spectacular hockey, held
the Yeomenat bay as heappeared to
be heading towards his first Hawk
shutout.
The third period saw the Yeomen
pull to within one goal. York's first
goal, at the 3:31 mark, sparked their
team as many shots were fired at
Bienkowski. Steve was responsive
to the task and once again held the
Yeomen at bay. The Hawks replied
with some hard work and control as
Pete Black scored off the sticks of
Casey and Stark at the 8:49 mark to
give the Hawks a two-goal lead.
With less than six seconds left in
the game, Todd Stark got his first
goal of the season to ice the Hawks'
first victory of the '83 season. Bob
Whistle and Rick Morocco assisted
on the play.
Last Friday the team travelled to
London and returned with a 5-2 win
over the Mustangs. The Hawks took
quick control of the game as Rick
Morocco scored only three and one-
half minutes into the game. Kevin
Casey scored seven minutes later on
a power play to give the Hawks an
early two-goal lead.
Kevin Pruden ("The Hawk") got
his line moving early in the second
period as he netted his first goal at
the 3:52 mark giving the Hawks a 3-0
lead. Beric Sykes andTim "Tummy"
Glencross assisted on this passing
play which led to the goal.
The Mustangs were not to be
discouraged as Doug McDonald
waltzed down and drilled Western's
first goal high over the shoulders of
Bienkowski. Four minutes later, as
the Mustangs began to show some
life, Chris McCauley pulled the
Mustangs to within one. The Hawks'
most impressive line at present was
quick to respond as Kevin Pruden
got his second goal of the nightat the
13:51 mark to lift the Hawks to a 4-2
lead.
The third period was a little more
relaxing defensively as Bienkonwski
faced only three shots. Todd Stark
scored his second goal of the
season, unassisted at the 1:45 mark,
to end the scoring.
As the Mustangs are one of the
teams to beat this season, this game
may prove a vital victory for the
Hawks.
The Hawks will host the Windsor
Lancers at Waterloo Arena on
Saturday at 8:00 p.m. as they put
their undefeated streak on the line.
Hawks win tourney
by John "Sandy" Sanderson
Last weekend the Waterloo
Warriors hosted the first Waterloo
Invitational Tournament. Although
few expected the hockey Hawks to
win the tournament, the team didjust
that with victories over McMasterand
McGill.
Laurier 4 McMaster 2
To reach the championship game
the Hawks had to first drop the
McMaster Marauders 4-2. The first
period, which saw no scoring, was a
hard-fought defensive battle. In the
second period the Hawks were
quickly down by one as Jim Switzer
got McMaster's first goal at the 2:33
mark.
Rob Whistle tied the score at the
9:28 mark on a fine unassisted play
and provided the team with the
necessary enthusiasm to gather their
second wind. Only three minutes
later, at the 12:15 mark, Ray Kremer
scored with help from Tim Glencross
giving the Hawks a 2-1 lead.
McMaster was not to be denied as
Jim Flesher answered the call on a
power play three minutes later. The
period ended with a 2-2 tie.
The Hawks dominated in the third
period as Blake Hall scored at the
9:47 mark followed by Tim
Glencross' goal at the 10:45 mark.
Conditioning and desire were quite
evident as the Hawks outlasted their
opponents to defeat McMaster 4-2.
Laurier 4 McGill 3
Dave Bogart opened the scoring
at the 4:28 mark giving the Hawks a
short-lived 1-0 lead. Only 18seconds
later Allen "Froggie" Robichaud tied
the score on a power play. McGill
University Redskins took a 2-1 lead
with less than four minutes
remaining in the first period. The
power of the Redskins was more
evident early in the second period as
Brad Field scored just 1:34 into the
period. The Hawks, down 3-1, began
to realize their approaching fate and
started to turn the tide. Strong hitting
and overall improved play led to
Beric Sykes' goal at the 11:37 mark
and Todd Stark's goal at the 17:40
mark.
The third period was a marathon.
The Hawks dominated the play by
outshooting McGill 17-12 but were
unable to score. The winning goal
finally came with 2:59 left to play as
Tim Glencross smashed the puck
past the sprawling Redskin
netminder. Wilf Rellinger and Beric
Sykes assisted on the winner.
The excitement had just begun as
the goalie Bienkowski was called for
roughing with only 2:01 left to play. In
the last two minutes the Redskins
had over eight shots but were unable
to slip the puck past the impressive
iron curtain employed by
Bienkowski. The Hawks are presently
undefeated in all their Canadian-
played games and will be in action
again this Saturday night against
Windsor.
sports quiz
by Johnny E. Sop Answers page 17
1. Who won the 1978 World Cup in soccer?
2. Who is a) The Brat?
b) Chocolate Thunder?
c) The cat?
d) Downtown?
e) Tangle Foot?
3. What was Wayne Gretzky's first pro team?
4. What team won the baseball gold medal at the Fan Am games?
5. What horse won last week's Rothman's International at Woodbine?
6. What is Kermit Washington best known for?
7. Who is the leading all-time rusher in the NFL among active players?
8. Who won back to back victories in both the 400 and 800 m. events
in the 1976 Olympics?
9. What three players made up the NHL's production line?
10. Who is the second most winning coach in OGAA football?
11 Where was the men's world horseshoe pitching competition
held ?
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Thurs Night:
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Ladies Night
Lots of 'Neu; Music' w
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THE
SENSATIONAL
BUCKET
I SAT. OCTOBER 291
I ■ AND I
SUN.OCT. 30 I
I Ii Pieces of I
I 1 / finger Lickin Good I
I j medcSckgj Chicken Only $8.50 I
ICT
%
M finger lickin'day!
I
I ® X THIS I
I V SATURDAY I
I
SUNDAY
I
I KentuckyFriedChicken \iT I
I 114 King St. North, Waterloo I
Tamiae
on Ice
October 27
Rangers vs Bruins
October 30
Bruins vs Habs
Rangers vs Leafs
November 3
Stars vs Wings
November 6
Rangers vs Habs
Bruins vs Wings
November 10
Stars vs Leafs
November 13
Stars vs Bruins
Rangers vs Wings
November 17
Leafs vs Habs
November 20
Rangers vs Stars
Bruins vs Leafs
November 24
Habs vs Wings
November 27
Leafs vs Wings
Stars vs Habs
December 1
Rangers vs Bruins
December 4
Bruins vs Habs
Rangers vs Leafs
December 8
Stars vs Wings
January 8
Rangers vs Habs
Bruins vs Wings
January 12
Stars vs Leafs
January 15
Stars vs Bruins
Rangers vs Wings
January 19
Leafs vs Habs
January 22
Rangers vs Stars
Bruins vs Leafs
January 26
Habs vs Wings
January 29
Leafs vs Wings
Stars vs Habs
February 2
Rangers vs Bruins
Answers
1. Argentina
2. a) John McEnroe b) Darryl
Dawkins c) Emile Francis d) Freddy
Brown e) Lou Gehrig
3. Indianapolis—WHA
4. Cuba
5. All Along
6. His right hook
7. Franco Harris
8. Alberto Juanorino
9. Alex Delvechio, Gordie Howe, Ted
Lindsay
10. Tuffy Knight
11. Statesville, N.C.
Sideline
by Theresa Kelly
So much for football last weekend. Just about every university
and pro team that I was cheering for lost. My self-confidence in
picking a winner has reached an all-time low. The only fortunate
thing was that 1 didn't have money riding on any of the games!
In case you didn't already catch the bad news, the Hawks lost 28-
9 to Guelph on Saturday. That was a game that I'm sure everyone
would like to forget. The Hawks, however, finish the season at 6-1,
and luckily they won't play the Guelph Gryphons in this Saturday's
playoff game. The team, will host McMaster. No doubt about it, Mac
will be gunning for the win after being defeated by the Hawks
earlier in the season by a score of 29-18. Look for a whole lot of
those 'loyal' Mac fans with their faces painted grey and purple!
I suppose if you have to lose a game, it might as well be right
before the start of the sudden death playoffs. It gives the team a
week to get themselves back on track before the first of many
playoff games.
It was not a great day for watching football. It was cold and rainy
for most of the game. I was decked out*in my winter clothes—hat,
2 pairs of mitts, winter coat, and boots. It's not easy trying to take
notes with mitts on, but 1 was managing quite nicely until the rain
started. The pencil started smudging and the paper resembled a
paper towel after you mop up a major kitchen disaster.
The worst part had to be sitting at Alumni Stadium on the
Guelph campus with a very large Guelph crowd. 1 made the
mistake of sitting with a few friends in a very "Guelph" part of the
stands. The Guelph Gryphon mascot—a huge red and yellow
creature — kept walking past us.
I didn't understand what exactly "Griff' was supposed to be but 1
didn't dare ask that question. After reading the program when I got
home I discovered that a gryphon was a mythical creature that was
the guardian of treasures. It had the body of a lion, the head and
wings of an eagle and the tail of a serpent. (Having problems
picturing that combination?)
The Guelph fans were really a rowdy bunch and once their team
was out to a comfortable lead, we just sat their quietly and tried to
stay out of the way of their insults. Which is why it isn't a good idea
to wear Laurier paraphernalia to away games. The guy in front of
me figured out I was covering the game for the Laurier paper and
really got on my nerves when he kept turning around after Guelph
made a good play and said, "Don't forget to get that down!"
Aside from the team, you had to feel sorry for those Hawk
cheerleaders who took abuse from the Guelph fans all day. They
kidnapped one cheerleader and dragged her up to the top of the
stands. Later in the game they started throwing water balloons at
the cheerleaders—as if they weren't already wet enough.
I suppose the story of the season has to be Western missing the
playoffs this year, for the first time since 1973. So why doesn't
everyone who felt depressed after the Hawks' loss write a nasty
letter to all their friends at Western and really rub it in?
Glad to see Windsor win a game—finally. Must have been a mad
house at Windsor after their victory over York.
I decided to spend a nice quiet day on Sunday watching the NFL
games on T.V. I shouldn't have bothered. First we watched Buffalo
get blown away 31-0 by the New England Patriots. Then we
watched the New York Jets blow a 21-0 lead and lose 27-21 to the
Atlanta Falcons. The Argos also blew a big lead (though I didn't
get to watch this game on T.V.) and lost 20-19 to Ottawa.
Just to clear the air, it was purely coincidental that both my
Sideline and Chuck's Ground started off with "How bout those..." in
last week s Cord. I didn't realize that our news editor had a
monopoly on that phrase—one that he insisted was his trademark.
Since both of our columns were already typed before someone
noticed it, 1 was not about to give in and change mine.
So, Chuck, pardon my stubborness and I'll try to watch out for
those trademarks in the future. If I should ever start using phrases
such as "Holy Houdini, Batman" it'll be a clear sign that I'm in
definite need of a vacation.
Basketball team optimistic
by Bruce Arculus
The basketball Hawks are in
earnest preparation for their '83 - '84
season. The exhibition season
begins on November 3rd when the
Hawks journey to Manitoba for
games at Brandon and Winnipeg.
Head Coach Chris Coulthard
(West Division Coach of the Year for
the past two seasons) and Assistant
Tim Darling have trimmed their
roster to fifteen players and should
have the starting roster finalized this
week (Tim Darling, incidentally,
bears no resemblance to cartoon
character Mosquito Man.')
Only seven of the fifteen Hawks
have previous playing experience
with the team. Doug Aitchison, Scott
rison, Dave Byck, Steve Forden, Pat
jwane, Chuck Klassen, and Mark
olischuk
are the team members
ose experience is proving to have
a
stabilizing and inspirational effect
on the younger players.
The rookie Hawks are John
Anstess, Tim Bovair, Pete Bramhill,
Steve Hudson, Dave McNeil, Rob
Sartor, Larry Rourke, and Greg
White.
When asked if frustration on the
part of the new players is a problem,
Coulthard concurred, but pointed
out that the veterans are setting a
good example which the rookies are
beginning to follow. 'Attitude is the
biggest problem in building a
winning team," Coulthard says, "but
that's a problem our team doesn't
have."
The Hawks are hoping to improve
on last year's record of five wins and
eight losses, although they face
strong competition from their
division. "The division we're in is the
toughest in the league," says Coach
Coulthard, but in spite of this he
maintains an air of reserved
optimism.
"We've gotten better," he says,
"but we have to assume that they
have, too."
During the next two weeks, the
Hawks will be working hard to tighten
up their defensive play, which has
been a problem during some
practices.
The Hawks will be carrying only
eleven members of their squad when
they compete in Manitoba, but
during the lengthy exhibition
schedule all of the team will get time
on the floor to show how they
perform in a game situation.
Theactual schedule doesn't begin
until early in January. By this time,
the Hawks should be operating at a
peak of efficiency.
Any predictions? "Whenever I
make a prediction, I'm wrong," says
Coulthard with a smile. "I'd better not
make any just yet."
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customers at Laurier:
No need to sweat it to
ErbSt. West anymore
WE HAVE MOVED!
and we have more
services than ever
under one roof
New Location:
232 King St. North suite3o4
(right across from the
Athletic Complex)
New Hours:
Mon-Fri 8:30-12:30 and
1:30-5:30 closed 12:30-1:30
for more information calf
| 886-8089 I
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1 Block North
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"PANZEROTTI ODYSSEY
IS IN!" The Cord Weekly
WHERE ELSE WOULD YOU EAT
OUR PRICES CANT BE BEAT
OUR FOOD IS GREAT
SO DON'T YOU WAIT
YOU SHOULD KNOW
IT'S THE PLACE TO GO
ORDER NOW FOR THE BEST
FOLDED DEEP-FRIED PIZZA
IN TOWN — 885-2740
"WE ODYSSEY YA HERE"
Free Delivery on orders over $12.50
Anywhere in K—W
(Free Delivery to U of Wand WLU)
Mon-Wed 4-12 pm Thurs 11 am-12 pm
Fri 11 am-2 am Sat 4 pm-2 am Sun 4 pm-10 pm
Scarfone to throw quickly and also
contain his running.
r
Kicker Roy Kurtz finished in
second place with 63 points as
Toronto's Lance Choymc captured
the scoring title with 69 points.
Rookie RB Paul Nastasiuk finished
second in rushing with 748 yards.
Nastasiuk had been in first place the
week before, but managed only 36
yards against Guelph which allowed
Toronto's Trevor Miller to win the
title. Miller finished the season with
797 yards, 131 of which came from
their victory over McMaster in the
final game. Randy Rybansky finished
third with 635 yards, after only a 53-
yard game against Guelph.
Laurier hosts McMaster in
Saturday's game at Seagram's
Stadium at 1:00 p.m..
Post-season Hawk history
by Chuck Kirkham
The Golden Hawks enter post season O.U.A.A. action
for the eleventh time in the last twelve years this
weekend.
One of the most successful teams not only in Ontario
but in the nation as well, the Hawks have made it to the
Ontario finals nine of their previous ten trips. The Hawks
open this year's playoffs against the McMaster
Marauders who finished fourth in O.U.A.A. regular
season play. The Hawks and Mauauders have met once
before in the playoffs (1974) which saw the home town
Hawks walk all over the Mac squad 40-2.
The Golden Hawks hold the 0.C1.A.A. record for
most consecutive appearances in the Ontario finals. The
team has appeared in the finals nine years in a row, from
1972-1980. Their record in the final game is 3-6 with
most losses, not suprisingly, being to the Western
Mustangs. The Mustangs did not qualify for post-season
play this year because of their inability to beat the
hapiess University of Waterloo Warriors in the last game
of the season. The other playoff games sees the Guelph
Gryphons travelling to Toronto to play theVarisity Blues.
This year also saw the Hawks ranked number one in
the country for a numberof weeks. THis is the third time
in the team's history that they have had this distinction.
The Hawks were also ranked number one in 1973 and
1979.
The excellent play of the Hawks has not been
restricted to the province. Since 1966 the Hawks have
participated in seven Bowl games. Unfortunately the
Hawks' record is not as great there as it has been in the
province. In 1966, the Hawks made it to the College Bowl
only to be blown out of the game by St. Francis 40-14.
1968 and 1972 saw the Hawks win the Atlantic Bowl
both years only to lose in the national final. In 1973 the
Hawks made it to the Atlantic Bowl once again, only to
lose a very close game to St. Mary's, 19-17. In 1978, the
Hawks had oneof their strongest teamsand travelled to
A look at playoff play
The top four teams in the OUAA
division advance to thesudden death
playoffs. In case of a tie at the end of
regulation time, two 10-minute
overtime periods will be played.
The first place team (Laurier)
hosts the fourth place team
(McMaster) on Saturday, October 29
at 1:00 p.m. The second place team
(Toronto) hosts the third place team
(Guelph) at the same time.
The two winners of these games
will meet at the home of the highest
ranked team on Saturday,
November 5 at 1:00p.m.. This game
determines the OCIAA champion-
ship, and is known as the Yates Cup.
T he OCIAA champion will play the
OQIFC champion on Saturday,
November 12. The West champion
receives a bye this year because the
AOAA teams
are not participating in
post-season play. The winner within
the West division
automatically
reaches the Canadian Finals.
The winner of the OCIAA/OQIFC
Championship will advance to the
Canadian championships. The
Vanier Cup will take place on
Saturday, November 19 at 1:00p.m.
at Varsity Stadium, Toronto.
Rugby
Rugby tickets will be on sale
Thursday and Friday in the
concourse for this Friday's game
against Queen's. The game will be
played at 4:30 p.m. at Centennial
Stadium. The bus leaves at 4:00.
sports
Football story
continued from page 15
continued on page 19
thelLblue
Lesson
#
1 "The pour".
There are many theories regarding this particular
facet of the Labatt s Blue mystique. The one we favour
builds a beer head from the bottom. Start by
keeping the glass upright and pouring down the middle
until a head begins to form. Stop, let the foam
build, then tilt the glass to a forty-five degree angle
and continue to pour down the side. As the glass
fills, bring it back to the upright position leaving a head
about two fingers tall. The Labatts Blue pour
is always followed by the ever popular Labatt s Blue
"unpour" an exercise in which many of you are
already well-versed.
V"
j|pLesson *\ from the College of Blue Knowledge
DR. G.A. GRANT
DR. Y.J. GRANT
DR. D.C. LUTZI
DR. J.E. HOHNER
OPTOMETRISTS
232 King St. N.
WATERLOO
across from the WLU
Athletic Complex
for appointments call
885-2574
Vancouver to participate in the Western Bowl.
They lost to University of British Columbia 25-
16.
The Hawks' record may not be great in these
Bowl games but they still have more
appearances in Bowl games than most every
team in the nation. In many of these years the
Hawks suffered from bad luck.
•' n or example, the Hawks played the
Windsor Lancers in the Ontario final. It was felt
by many that the Lancers were using an
ineligible player in Dave Pickett. The league in
act ruled he was not eligible to play in the final
game. Windsor used him in the game, won,
ut were not allowed to continue on. Windsor
ook the case to courtand two days before the
awks Central Bowl appearance the courts
ru ed in favour of the Lancers and the Hawks
er
f amoved from the playoffs on a
judgement" call.
H
/^I
? 0^ler note °112 merit in the distinguished
awk history: this year the Hawks came within
one game of finishing with an undefeated
season. This would have left the Hawks with
the same undefeated record that they had in
1966 and 1979.
1979 was the same year that coach Dave
"Tuffy" Knight won his second Canadian
Coach of the Year award. Knight won the
award seven years earlier in 1972 as well.
Knight is the odds-on favorite to be renamed
Canadian coach of the year this year.
Knight already has the Ontario award
wrapped up by taking the fifth-place Hawks of
last year to the top of his division and the
country this year. A berth in the Ontario final
should give the national award to him as well.
Of course the best wayto guarantee thataward
is not to lose another game this season.
Game time for the Hawks' next assault on
the national championship is 1:00 p.m. at
Seagram's Stadium. Tickets are $2 advance
and $4 at the gate on game day. Advance
tickets can be bought in the A.C.. Student I.D.
cards will not give students free admittance to
playoff games.
scoreboard
Football — Final Standings
Rugby Standings
Soccer — Final standings
Results
Toronto 16, McMaster 14
Windsor 34, York 21
Guelph 28, Laurier 9
Western 10, Waterloo 10
Future Games
Saturday (semi-finals)
McMaster at Laurier
Guelph at Toronto
Results
Queen's 6 Ryerson 2
Toronto 16 RMC 2
Laurier 5 Western 2
Toronto 7 Queen's 6
Results
Toronto 38, Brock 0
Waterloo 15, RMC 12
C.I.A.CJ. Soccer rankings
1. McGill
2. Western
3. (JBC
4. P.E.I.
5. Victoria
6. Carleton
7. Laurentian
8. GMB
9. St. Francis
10. Concordia
C.I.A.G Football Rankings
1. Calgary
2. Laurier
3. Guelph
4. Toronto
5. (JBC
6. Concordia
7. Queen's
8. McMaster
9. Alberta
10. McGill
Results
Windsor 9 Brock 0
Waterloo 1 Guelph 0
Western 2 Laurier 1
Brock 1 Guelph 1
McMaster 1 Windsor 1
Wilfrid Laurier Invitational Cross-Country Meet Men's team standings
Men's 10.1 km race (60
competitors) 1. Laurentian
Hawk individual placings Cross-Country championships 2. Trent
Lloyd Schmidt (3rd place with a
( ™?
n
's
,
?
nd wome
f
n's) will be held 3 . LaUri er
time of 32 min 45.7 sec)
Waterlo° on 4. RMC
Jeff Burchill (13)
October 29 at 1:00 p.m.. 5 . Quelph
Rob Sametz (15) 6. McMaster
lan Clancy (37) 7. Brock
Bob Boyce (43)
hawk talk
Football
WLCJ vs. McMaster
(Sudden Death playoff game)
Seagram Stadium
October 29 at 1:00 p.m.
Rugby
WL(J at McMaster
October 29 at 2:00 p.m.
WLCJ vs Queen's
October 28 at 4:00 p.m.
Centennial Stadium
Hockey
WLCJ vs Windsor
October 29 at 8:00 p.m.
Waterloo Arena
WLG vs RMC
October 30 at 1:00 p.m.
Waterloo Arena
WLG vs Brock
November 2 at 8:00 p.m.
Waterloo Arena
Men's Basketball
WLG at Brandon, Manitoba
November 3
Women's Basketball
WLG at Ottawa Invitational
October 28
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W L T F A p
Toronto 6 1 0 165 77 12
Laurier 6 1 0 172 119 12
Guelph 5 2 0 151 92 10
McMaster 4 3 0 143 94 8
Western 4 3 1 124 143 7
Waterloo 1 5 1 57 149 3
York 1 6 0 124 190 2
Windsor 1 6 0 111 194 2
Hockey standings G W L T F A P
Toronto 2 2 0 0 23 8 4
Laurier 2 2 0 0 9 3 4
Brock 2 2 0 0 12 7 4
McMaster 110 0 8 4 2
Queen's 2 1 1 0 12 9 2
Ryerson 2 1 1 0 1113 2
Laurentian 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Waterloo 10 10 4 5 0
Western 10 10 5 2 0
York 10 10 14 0
Guelph 10 10 4 8 0
Windsor 1 0 1 0 ' 3 7 0
RMC 2 0 2 0 9 25 0
G W L T F A P
Waterloo 7 6 0 1 119 37 13
York 7 5 2 0 134 52 10
Toronto 8 5 3 0 121 57 10
Guelph 8 4 3 1 125 60 9
McMaster 6 4 2 0 132 49 8
Queen's 6 4 2 0 68 43 8
Western 7 3 2 2 70 47 8
Laurier 6 1 5 0 45 1152
RMC 7 1 5 0 42 151 2
Brock 8 0 8 0 15 254 0
G W L T A F P
Western 12 9 1 2 23 5 20
McMaster 12 7 1 4 21 9 18
Laurier 12 6 2 4 21 10 16
Windsor 12 4 5 3 30 20 11
Waterloo 12 3 7 2 14 23 8
Brock 12 3 7 2 11 34 8
Guelph 12 0 9 3 7 26 3
MIKADO POOdS
Fresh Ocean Fish Fresh Fish'n Chips
Japanese Grocery
Fish n' Chips Sushi
Tempra Shrimp with Rice & Tempra Sauce
Mon — Thurs 11:00 a.m. — 9:30 p.m.
Fri — Sat 1:00 a.m. — 12:00 a.m.
Sunday 12:00 p.m. — 9:30 p.m.
31 university Ave. East
Waterloo 886-0671
King St. N.
■
Regina university
Ave. W.
OUAA
Semi- Finals
Golden Hawks
vs
McMaster
Marauders
Saturday October 29
Seagram's Stadium, Ip.m.
Advance tickets sold through
the Athletic Office $2.00,
$4.00 at the gate
ID cards and complimentary passes not valid during Playoffs
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11 INFORMATION I j
11 CENTRE | j
j NOW CONTAINS THE LOST AND !
! FOUND |
I FOR THE ENTIRE UNIVERSITY J
| I
j ALL ITEMS WHICH HAVE BEEN
■
I UNCLAIMED FOR 4 MONTHS OR |
l
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HALLOWEEN
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THE ROOF trick or treats,
GAMES
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- LIVE
WITH THE
WEEKDAYS BRUCE MACCOLL
IBfli QUARTET
VARIED NOON HOUR MENU
your JHSgk
Fri. stew .^HK'Lx^n
WEEKENDS I m*X
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THIS SATURDAY MARKS THE H H SWWW
OPENING NIGHT FOR THE ■ ■ Ir™"
BRUCE MACCOLL TRIO, THEY
WILL BE FEATURED EVERY
SATURDAY NIGHT FROM 8:30 to ■ ■
12:30 ■ ■ • Friday Oct 26
•
STUDENT musicians ARE
I TURRET LINEUP FOR NOVEMBER I ■
ENCOURAGED TO COME AND ■ NOV 10 POWDER BLUES H aoors open o
rivi
jam with the band ■
NOV 17 Glider I Showtime 11:30
NO cover
I NOV 24 PARACHUTE CLUB H
$2.00 WLU
$3.00 Others
